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The present form of the Annotated SAS Output (ASO) has evolved from the 
original project aimed at illustrating common statistical methods using SAS 
(BU-664-M, BU-705-M). The primary goal of these annotated outputs has been to 
provide students with direction in using a statistical package to analyze data 
at the level of Statistics 602. This expanded version of the ASO should be of 
use to students as well as others outside the classroom. 
Over the past five years there have been many people who have contributed 
to the ASO. Most of these people have been either students, lab instructors 
or undergraduate assistants involved with the conduct of Statistics 602. This 
list includes Anna Angelos, Suzanne Aref, Valerie Arneson, Calvin Berry, Foster 
Cady, Margaret Cecce, Patricia Firey, Laura Gnazzo, Jon Maatta, Charles McCuiloch, 
Patricia Nolan, Norma Phalen, and Walter Piegorsch . 
Description 
A total of 15 data sets are employed to exemplify the application of SAS 
in the analysis of data. The data sets are derived from actual designed or 
observational experiments. 
The name of the data set, which appears in the Table of Contents, and a 
description of the type of analysis that it serves to illustrate are provided 
below. The first 10 data sets are from Analyzing Experimental Data by Regression 
(Allen and Cady, 1982), while references are given for the sources of the remain-
ing five. 
1) Arsenic Data illustrate straight-line regression. 
2) Firefly Data illustrate multiple linear regression with two 








Soymilk Data illustrate polynomial regression and lack-of-fit 
from a completely randomized design. 
Electricity Load Data illustrate a model sequence when several 
straight lines may need to be fitted. 
Potato Leafhopper Data illustrate an analysis of treatment means 
via a complete set of orthogonal contrasts. The experiment 
design is a one-way classification in a completely randomized 
design with equal replication. 
6) Lymphocyte Data illustrate an analysis of a 2 x 2 factorial ex-
periment laid out in a completely randomized design with equal 
replication. 
7) Fat Digestibility Data illustrate an analysis of' a 2 X 2 factorial 
experiment laid out in a randomized complete block design. 
8) Protein Nutrition Data illustrate an analysis of' a one-way com-
pletely randomized design with unequal replication. A set of 
nonorthogonal contrasts are presented as well as a complete 
orthogonal set . 
9) Swamp pH Data illustrate the analysis of cell means in a 2 X 3 
factorial with unequal replication. The first analysis follows 
that presented in Allen and Cady (1982). The second is an anal-
ysis of unweighted means which is discussed in Snedecor and 
Cochran (1980). The Least Square Means of SAS are illustrated. 
10) Soybean Physiological Data illustrate a covariate analysis. 
Several ways are shown to estimate treatment means adjusted and 
unadjusted f'or the covariate. The "classical 11 ANCOVA table is 
given as is a test for homogeneity of' slopes. 
11) Potato Scab Data illustrate an analysis of a 2 X 3 factorial 
experiment where one treatment factor is qualitative with two 
levels and the other treatment factor is quantitative with three 
unequally spaced levels. Two equivalent analyses are presented: 
the first is a model sequence approach (see Allen and Cady, Unit 






analysis of cell means wherein appropriate single degree-of-
freedom orthogonal polynomial contrasts and interaction con-
trasts are estimated. These data are taken from a larger set 
presented in Cochran and Cox (1957, p. 97). 
Alcohol-Drug Data illustrate the analysis of a split-unit experi-
ment. The cell means model is fitted as described in Allen and 
Cady (1982, p. 280). The approach presented allows the simple 
effects to be estimated more easily than in a default model 
specification. The whole unit analysis proceeds by analyzing 
the sums and the split-unit analysis is accomplished after remov-
ing the whole-unit variability. Such an approach can result in 
substantial savings of computing dollars and a strengthening of 
the understanding of such experiments. The usual approach is 
presented for completeness. 
13) Urea Synthesis Data illustrate the analysis of a repeated measures 
experiment with two treatment groups and two repeated measurements 
upon each experimental unit. The pertinent hypothesis tests may 
be reduced to three independent two-sample t-tests based upon the 
within-subject sums or differences. Such an approach tends to 
render the analysis quite transparent. The usual ANOVA table is 
also presented for completeness. These data are taken from Brogan 
and Kutner (198o). 
14) Hemoglobin Data illustrate the analysis of a two-period crossover 
experiment. The calculations for this design are exactly the 
same as those of the preceding Urea Synthesis Data. The distinc-
tion between the two designs lies in the method of treatment 
allocation. These data are taken from Grizzle (1965). 
15) Milk Yield Data illustrate the analysis of a three-period three-
treatment crossover design which is balanced for first order carry-
over effects. The layout is in repeated latin squares. Treatment 
means adjusted and unadjusted for carry-over effects are given as 
are their standard errors. These data are taken from Cochran and 
Cox (1957, p. 135) . 
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• • • 
ARSENIC DATA -Units 4, 5 and 6; Annotated Computer OUtput, p. 346 (BMDP) 
T I T L E A Fi S E ~I C D;. T .1 : ~ prints a headiilg on each page 
[l~TA AFS":UC; 
INFUT r!ST IRS~~·c: 
I)[ v = D T s T -lE .1: 
XG= 1; 
cA.;.os; 
2 3 o1 '3 
" 3. 2£ 
8 1.82 
These statements create a data set called ARSENIC, which has variables DIST, ARSENIC, DEV, and XO. 




21 1. 34 
DIST is the distance from the arsenic source, 
DEV is the difference between DIST and the mean distance, 16.1, 




@ PR:JC PRINT: 
v AR y (l !:lEv li" D T S T; PROC PRINT prints the X matrices for parts @ and @ below. 
PRuC REG SIMPL~ t.; 5C'-: 
® MODEL 1\'lSE"tiT = ~G [·lV/r-.!C!fJT P <;EGP ~Sl S~2 CL~:; OUT~JT UT= ~[~l FPE~TCT S= YH;.il RESICUAL= RESI~1 
L'?SI-': Lr·~ ~F L'<,= ~= I;P~ •·: 
~ MODI:."L ARSEiJTr= ~ C r I; i /N'!~ 1 T Sd't SS1 ~ S2: MODEL ~RSC~:c= r!ST/~ ~lC~ ~~1 ~s2: MOJEL ARSENIC= "l~T/NCINT F SlG~ 551 ss2: MCD~L ARSFNIC= )0/NOTNT; OUTPUT QUT: NfW~ PRfC!CT[[l: YbAR: 
PROC REG is a regression procedure. 
Various models and options are illustrated in parts ® through ® . 
The OUTPUT statements save the predicted and residual values 
in data sets called NEWl and NEW2. 
@ DR-JC UNIVARIAT.:. LATA= ~"'Wl PLOT H;£.G NliRI"<\L.: PROC UNIVARIATE gives descriptive statistics for the residuals obtained in@. DATA=NEWl specifies 
~A R 1\ E SIC 1 : which data set the variable to be used is contained in. If the data set is not specified SAS uses the 
PRCC PLOT CAT~= ~(~1; 
@ PLOT R~SII'l•Y~;AT1/VF.'""= .(1 ~VREF=O draws a horizontal line (!) PLOT 4RSd"!C•GIST= '·' YH ~<·I::T= 'F' 
UPFi::R.•::I~T= '-'• LOI.I r•:IST: 'L'/OYf"LAYi 
@DATA f1 CONH ~ ~r;:_ ~·U.l ~.~.2: 
DATA r) C '} ~· r ; <: T ,. C C r r-' f. : 
"ESl= ~aTl-Yl p; 
PROC P~INT CIAH== ~ cnn ;~ PROC PRINT prints the data decomposition. 
II A R :, f1 S [r, I r v D. I< f\ [ S 1 RES I I' t: 
T I T L :;: 0 AT A :' C '.:~·I"~: ·· ! T l :. ' " r_ t1 A'< S E •,J If C •· T 1\ : 
last data set created. 
at RESID!= O. Plot ®is a residual plot for models ®, @ and @. 
Plot (!)prints observed, predicted, and confidence band values 
on the same set of axes using the symbols *, P, U, and 1. 
DATA DECCMP is a new data set which ccntains the mean of the ARSENIC values, 
YBAR (from part ®); the residuals left when the mean is subtracted from the 
predicted values, RESl; the ARSENIC values, and the residuals from ®. The 
MERGE statement combines data sets NEWl and NEW2, and the SET statement 









• • • 
The X matrix The X matrix 
for the model far 'the model 
ARSENIC = X€l DEV ARSENIC = XO DIST 
in part @ in part ~ 
----------
~
Oi'<S vc "E.V ~0 D I ST 
1 1 -14.1 1 2 
2 1 -12.1 1 A 
: 
" 
~8 .1 l 
" 4 1 -6. 1 1 1 0 
s 1 -4.1 1 12 
6 1 -1.1 1 1:. 
7 1 4."' 1 21 
6.<:: 1 2 2· 
'? 1 13. 0 1 30 
1 c 1 1q.s: 1 36 
The option~ SIMPLE and USSCP (~ncorrected ~e of ~quaree and Qrosa !TOducts) in the PROC REG statement produce this output: 
A"-<5E!'.;IC uATA 
r~SCFI~-IVE ~TATISTICS 
SUM ~F. ~ ~ ~ U~'URR>:CTEO VARIAN STD [EVIATI 
16.2PQOOOCO 1.6:PCCOGO 35.7256COO 1.02477333 1o012~1CR9 
lO.OOOOOOGO 1oOOOOCOOG 10.0000000 OoOOOOOOOO OoOCOGCCOO 
OoOOOOOOCO D.OOOOC0001126.SOOG00012~.21111111 11.1F977702 
161.COOOOOCO 16.1COGC0~0371S.OOOOOOD125o21111111 11.1f97770B 
SUMS OF srU~R~S A~Q CR0~3PRODUCTS 
A~s-::-nr: y ~ !"EV 
35.726f 1f.:P ·8tl.D68 
1::.2,:J 1 ~ ~ 1 Ul~-F-~4) 
-6t .• 06~ (, aLHf:'C-1n) 1126.9 
1 7 4. 04 Hl l Li!fo •a 













supplies an intercept which can produce the same sums of squares and cross products as XO 
which was created as part of the data set. 
-2-
The circled numbers should be exactly zero. 
• • MEAN AND SLOPE MODEL 
_];) MODEL ARSENIC = XO DEV /NOINT P SEQB SSl SS2 CIM; 
SEQUENTIAL PARd."1ETi:~R [;3T!M!ITES ~The option SEQB produces the sequential b's. 
xo 
DEY 
1. 628~ Coefficient for the mean model (see p. 35). 
1. 6 28 - • 0 7 P 151-(;-- Coefficients for the mean and slope model 
(see pp. 39 and 45). 
DEP VARIABLE: t.RSENIC 
[
The option NOINT instructs SAS not to supply an intercept] 
since XO has been included in the model. When XO is in 
the model and the NOINT option is used, the model SS 








SGU~"E F VALUE F 'l 0 <;. >" 
33.3E6414 16.6~32r7 57.061 0.0001 
2.340386 2o2C:2548=S2 
U TOTAL 10 35.726POO - U TOTAL stands for .QNCORRECTED TOTAL. ROOT MSE is the standard deviation. 
0 o'540P77= S ROOT MSE 
OEP MEA~! 
~-~QUARE 
. ~LJ R-SQ 
0.3345 
0.'?263 when NOINT is used, the reported R2 is incorrect . 
,c • v • 3 3 • 2 2 3 4 2 See ASO, p.5 for the correct ~. 
~(Coefficient of' variation 









STA~DARD T FOR HO: 
EPR~R PARAMETER=O 





PRCB > IT I 
GoOGOl 
o.oo13 
TYFE I SS 
2!0.503840= R(O) 
E .882!:74= R(DEVjO) 
The options SSl and SS2 in the MODEL statement produce the TYPE I SS /' (the sequential ss) and the TYPE II' SS (the partial SS). 
















1 26 • :.0 3f' 40= R(Oj DEV) 
1 &.882!':74= R(DEVIO) 
PRtDIC~ STD ERR LOWFPg5% U~FER95~ 
ACTUAL VALU~ ~REDifT MEAN ~EA~ RESIDUAL 
0 .2£<4371 2.074 3.386 0.460075 
0.259352 '26D 2.574 o 1.976 3.17~ o.£:e6377 
0.~15145 19820 2.261 1.765 2.757 -.441020 
n.1972f~ 14020 2.10~ 1.650 2.s~o -1.oss 
Dolt33:C.4 1~850 1.q4o 0.1~ 3~ 1.~26 ~.371 -.Oqf41H 
0.1717~€: 2.050 1.714 1.317 2.111 0.336C34 
1•340 1.24: Oo18E3f: OoE10647 1.679 0.094938 
0.790000 1.0P.S 0.20~997 Oo6183~? 1.~59 -.298760 
0.660000 0.5417Cf Oo2818r: -.10~140 1.1s2 0.11~294 
0.300000 0.07~801 0.~63402 -.765~12 C.910o15 Oo227199 
RESIDUALS {f:"C77f:~v 
SGUARED RESIDUHS )" 2 • .: 
Should be exactly 
zero. The CLM option prints 
the upper and lower 
confidence limits for 
a 95% confidence interval 
on u at each observed X. 
The P option in the MODEL statement prints each observed 
value, predicted value, and residual. 
Note that using DEV instead of DIST as the X variable 
produces sequential b's that are the same as the partials. 
See@. 
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• • INTERCEPT AND SLOPE MODEL 
SEGUENTHL DARA'1ETcR ESTP.'ATES+--J 
(C) MODEL ARSENIC = XO DIST/NOINT P SEQB SSl SS2; 
~e sequential coefficients are the diagonal elements of the SEQB output. 
X 0 1 • !0 2 a ~ Coefficents of the mean and slope model. 
DIST 2.b8E:23 -.07P151 ~Coefficients of the intercept and slope model (see p.42). 
OED VARIABLE: ARSENIC 














0 • 2 ° 2 54 8 = s 2 C • 






Y= 1o E <: ,Q 0 0 
33.22 42 
"-S~U.~RE 
:l [,J R -<:Q 
0.934~ 
0.'3263 



















P.\RAMr:TER SH~JDAR D 






TYPE I! SS 
25.241773 = R(OIDIST) 
t 6o88~:: 7~ = R(DIST!O) 





2. 2 61 -.44102( 
2. 1 0:' -1.0~'-~ 
T FOR HO: 
PhRAMETER=O 
:;.289 
-4 .e 5o 
1.942 -.CS841E Printed by p optio(}v 





PROB > IT I 
0.0001 
0.0013 
SUt-1 OF RESJDUALS (t..40':'c;4F-1V.(- should be exactly zero 
SU" QF SQUAPE[) RE::i8U~l.S 2.34038F ~Error SS, see ANOVA above 
(SEQUENTIAL) 
TYFE I SS 
2S.503840 
\ f.Ae257';,= 




The parameter estimates are different from those in av, 
but the TYPE I SS are the same. 
PROC REG does not compute F tests for the TYPE I or TYPE II SS. 
-4-
The t tests of the parameter estimates are equivalent to F 
tests of the TYPE II ss. To perform the independent F tests 
of the TYPE I SS, form the ratio 
(TYPE I SS)/df Fdf 
Resid df (Residual SS )/(Residual df) 
• 
• • • INTERCEPT AND SLOPE MODEL 
·:]) MODEL ARSENIC= DIST/P SEQ;B SSl SS2; 
SEQUE~TIAL PA~AMETC~ ~STI~ATES 
INTERCEP 
D I ST 
1.628 
2.88623 -.07cl::1} same sequentials as@) 




SGU ~.f; f.S 
"EAN 
SGU~PE F V4LLE PPOE>" 
fo8f2574 23.526 0.0004 
0.292548 = s2 , same as ® and @) 
[
The NOINT option is not used, so SAS supplies an] 
intercept. The_model SS does not include the SS 






y = leS2RC' CO 
R·SQUARE 
. ~DJ R-SQ 
0. 74E:.2 ~Correct W. Compare with calculated R2 below. 
DEP MEAN 0. 714 5 f.- The adjusted W is "adjusted" for the number of variables in the model . 
c .v. 
1/ . \RIABLE o• 
I NTERCEP 1 
D I ST 1 
VARIAPLE OF 
INTERCEP 1 








TYPE. TJ SS 
25.241773 
6.!::.82574 
Csame as @ 
PREQICT 




OBS ACTUAL VALUr RESIDUAL 
1 3/o 190 2.730 0.460075 
2 3io260 2. 5 74 0.686377 
3 H820 2. 261 -.44102(: 
4 h02C 2 o1 0" -l.Oi':' same as ']) and @) 
5 1 ... 8 50 1.941' -.098411' 
6 2'o050 1.714 0.3360:'4 
7 1 .. 340 1.24" o.c949~E-. 
8 o.7900G(l l.O'l~ -.291<71',(: 
9 0.660000 0.54170~ O.lH2C4 
10 G.300000 o.c7280l o.z271'?7 
SUM 0" RESlDUALS E.40'" 0 4r"-l:' 
SU~ flF SQUAP(() RESIDUAl.~ 2.:">403EI' 




T Y FE I SS 
2S .503840 
f.882~74 
Lsame as @ 
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• ...,p • • ,-,2 Corrected Model SS 
When NOINT J.S used, the reported .t< J.S J.ncorrect. n- =Corrected Total SS 
where both model and total SS have been corrected for the mean. NOINT 
causes the SS for the mean to be included in both numerator and denominator. 
To calculate the correct R?, subtract the SS for the mean (n~) from the 
MODEL SS and TOTAL SS. 
Ex.: Model 9 n~ = 26.503840 
w 
~dj 
R? 33. 386414 - nr 
35.726800- n~ 
(compare to above W) 
0.7462 
Corrected Model SS = l _ RESIDUAL SS 
Corrected Total SS Corrected Total SS 
1- [
(Resid ss) * (n-l)l ------------~n~-pLL where n is the number of observations and 
Corrected Total SS p is the number of variables fitted, 
including the intercept or XO. 
• • LINE THROUGH ORIGIN 
SEJUENTIAL 0 AR~~ETLR [STI~ATLS 
D I ST .0467975 =slope of line through origin (seep. 53) 
DEP VARIAPLE: ARSEHC 
SUM 0" nt::MJ 









B.144F41 fo144641 2.658 0.1~7~ 









@i9: NO INTERCEPT TERM IS usrn. R-SQUARF: IS RO::O[FINEC. 
VARIARLE OF 

































1.fJ'<':· .. 1 .. ~ p = 
SUM OF ~~SJDUALS E .. 74~~590 
SU" 1\F SGUAREf1 RESIDUALS 27.582H 
T FOR HO: 
PARAMETt:R=O PROE > IT I 
1.630 Ool:.'-75 
(SEQUENTIAL) 
T YF E I SS 
fo144E:41 
-6-
]) ARSENIC= DIST/NOINT; 
NOINT is used, so SAS does not supply the 
intercept, and XO is not specified in the 
model. Result: fitting a straight line 
through the origin. 




Such a model does not make much sense with the 
ARSENIC data set, although regression through 
the origin is useful in other circumstances. 
• 
• • [RESIDUAL ANALYSIS I 
~~~!!VARIATE 
V l.RI ARLE=~ESI 01 RFSIC'l.JILS 
"101<fi'JT<- G L' .~ rn I L E S < [It. F = 4 > 
'J 10 sur- 1./GTS 10 lCO~ '1AX c .686:77 '3 Cj' 0.68 377 
MEA!'l 7.07f<f-lb sur- 7.072~'"-15 7:''!. 'd 0.367045 9:'"1 o.E:R 377 
S T D !J fV c.~o9?44 V ,• RIA r' Ct. c.260G43 ::o:r :~:::r C.l06U6 9C"' o.t:E: 1'17 
SK::ioiNE'SS -0.%0192 ~L"!TOSIS 1.18871 25% :;1 -c .~34325 lC'~ -1.0 03': 
uss 2.3403"' c< :s 2.34 0~9 0 01. ., It; - 1. G8 4 7 2 ~01. -1.0 '<72 
cv 7.2S":E+1t: STC ~·Eu c.H:12"'P 1~ -1.0 47° 
T:''EAN=D 4 .32SE-l:O rcrE>!TI 1 '< il ~I i~ C: 1.7711 
lol: NJRMAL 0.94819E: P~OF<~> 0.619 G 3 •Q l c.70137 
"1C•DE -1.G8472 













( should approximat~ 












(All numbers are in tenths, 
i.e., -11=1.1) 
NORM!L PROBAEILJTY PLOT 
0.75+ + 
.. 1r * .. * 
E'OXFLOT 
} 25% of residuals 
·--·--· 
·-----+ 
} 25% of residuals 
.. 
• 




-2 -1 +C +1 +2 
FPEC.LIE~;CY T AE L<=: 
Pt:RCU.TS PERCU'T~ 
VALUE C'C•UNT CC:LL CLI~ V ~ L1J':. CI'UN T CE'LL I U'l 
-1 .. 08472 1 1 D • 0 10. c C.11f2:i4 1 1 0. 0 6G.r: 
-0~1+4102 J 1 0. 0 :?CoO C.2271'3b 1 10o::i 1o.c 
•0:.29H76 l 1 ('. 0 3 c. r o.::3t:O::" 1 10.0 po.o 
-.098418 l 1 0. 0 4 c. r O.HOCE, 1 1 0 • 0 10 0.0 





0 .2 + 
f!llisrDUAL ANALYSIS] 
PLOT OF R~SICl*Y~~Tl LFGEND: A = 1 OFS, R = 2 OFSt ETC. 
® Residual plot for the models in ®, @ and (]) 
RESID is on the vertical axis, 







~ Note the horizontal line drawn by VREF = 0 
+ -------------------------------------- --· ------------~ ------ •. ----------
~ 





L -0.4 + 
s 
-o .E: + 
-0 .8 + 
-1.0 + 





































OF '.~FPF:R *C I <:T 
OF LO\F:R.-C!S1 
~P........_ L 
"' + A 
I "-.P~ 
2o..;l y.-yi ~ 
I (Re~iduals) I'F~~ 
I L I c L . 
2o0 + ~ I • p 
l! 
1 .s + L 
L 
1 .o + 
0.5 + 
Note * outside of L's 
o.o + 
-o.s + 
-1 .a + 
SY"1PQL lJ [' IS 
~y ,, c ::L lJ [' IS 
SY'"'=C'L lJ [' IS 












OVERLAY plot of the observed values (*), 
the predicted values (P), and the upper 
(U) and lower (L) 95% confidence limits 
for a mean predicted value. 
\.1 
y = 2.886-0.07815 * DIST 
= 1.628-0.07815 * DEV 
L 
--·---·---·---·---+---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·~--+-






® ARSENIC = XO /NOINT 



















for the mean, equal to n? = 10 * (1.628)2 
'-'lOAN 
s ('1_1 tD E F V=ILUf PRCE->~" 




Note that s2 for this model is larger than for 
reduces the estimate 
C.741P 
0.7418 






STAMD.<>C T FOR HC: 
f~R0R PARAMET€R=~ 
c.::20121 s.oa6 
PfiGB > IT I 
o.aoo7 
















1 • c ~ 
1. 6= 
2.0:: 






1 .E. 21'. 




































Each observation can be decomposed into the overall mean, 
the difference between the predicted values and the mean, 
and the difference between the observed and predicted 
values. See Unit 6, p. 50. 
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TYFE I SS 
0 
models @, @) and @ . 
of a2 • 
Fitting the slope 
• 
This model was run so that the predicted values, 
each equal to y = 1. 628, could be saved in the 
data set ONE~ to be used in the data decomposi-
tion, part \.!!.). 
• • • 
FIREFLY DATA- Units 10, 12, and 13; AGO, p. 351 (SAS) 
:r Lr 
[ft ~ r 
~ r r 'T 
n =1; 
r~nr~. 
,_ ., j,J.... ' 
!• r 
l; c 
c- (· r· 
".' 
c:;r ~ 1 
:' 1 l:r: 
';2 c:-r 
?f c (. 
<:;II Ct:" 
~" ·, \' 
2i r·.r-
:'f '7 c 
3( , .. 
~( 1CC' 
!• c 1CC 
Ill' 11 r 
: 1 1 .. r 
·'' l' •• 1 t c 
-~ FLY r·AT!; 
~~ LY; 
-T 'f LlCYT 7E~~; 
1 
Creates the data set FIREFLY 
. -
FTIME is the response variable, 
~. C' LIGHT and TEMP are two explanatory variables. 
"'• : 
.. 
" ; r: 










@ F P c ~ ~ ·-· ~ r: ~- ; 
Prints the ~:'I matrix for @ 
® 





:::_cr FTIH.*LICHT FTI~'F*TP:P LIG!!TfT!:t•:P;~ 3 separate plots, FTIME against each 
explanatory variable and LIGHT vs. TEMP. 
;;_~h FTH'E=XC' L~Cill TEFP/!!OIWT P ::s1 ."Sc SECT i}PROC REG used to fit 
('. UTPl''T'·· C.t.:T='.i,..·'1 PF'· .. E.r ! .. C1.TL'=·fl1f'T.1 fiE:IL:Ui.'\L=GE~'JL1; models with both LIGHT 
I ~LEL f1'~··r:= ':'E 1·'F TC!!T/P ::~'1 ss;::: :ccr; li1.f1Tin.; and TEMP, and then a 
1 c .. n. FT!f'E=Xr T~:v / 1:CHT P ~-:.;1 ss; ~::cr i reduced model 
. 1 t.: T p t; T c; L~: = :.: r.•.: P '> E r: C T <=: r = Y C.: fl T? r r· c. Ir ll 1 .. L = !'-: F: If'?· ; 
PPC'C :' ·--:: :.'!\!f:.=r~~~·l; } Residual plot for ':9 and -~ r :.. !' F :- Tl" 1 r v '· ,' T 1 /\ r- r: t:' = r• ; 
Pre~ --!~(""'-- ~'-~.Tf!=~lE~··;; 
~ ~' I 1 · ~: ;: T f' ; : ~ T E l F /'./ i ~ :: = 1 ; } Residual plot for ']) 
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FIREFLY DATA 
OBS xn LIGHT TEMP FTIME 
1 1 26 21.1 '+5 
2 1 35 23.9 '+'l 
3 1 '+1 17.8 58 
4 1 '+1 22.0 5'1 
5 1 45 22.3 31 
6 1 55 23.3 52 
7 1 56 25.5 38 
8 1 55 20.5 54 
9 1 70 21.7 4'1 
1 0 1 75 26.7 28 
11 1 79 25.0 38 
12 1 87 24.4 36 
13 1 1 OD 22.3 36 
1'+ 1 10() 25.5 46 
15 1 lU 26.7 4n 
16 1 131) 25.5 31 
17 1 140 26.7 
"" 
1J X J Y matrix for the general model: 
FOO a i-o. LIGHT TEMP /NOINT in part © . 
• • FULL MODEL ) ]) FTIME = XO LIGHT TIMP/NOINT 
s::::GUENTIAL PAP.O-'EH:R ESTIMATES+-- The sequential coefficient&:. are the diagonal elements of the SEQB output (see :p. 99). 
X, 
LIGHT 
l TE r-<P 
'+ 1 • 3 52 9 = y ~ See :p. 94. 
'18.8'=>62 •o1"3C83 -4-- intercept and slope coefficients for FTIME=XO LIGHT (see :p. 95). 
91.47'+5 6o9E-04 -2.12753 .(--intercept and two slopes which define a tilted :plane (see :p. 99). 
D~P VARIABLE: FTIME Note that the slope in the LIGHT direction changes sign when TEMP is added to the model. 














SQUARE F VAL Uf 
29527.857 ~842.619 201.710 
683.143 '+8o795924=S2 
3 Q 211 • 0 0 0 f- Includes SS for the mean 
6. 9 8 54 0 8 = s R -s G U ARE 
'+1.352941 =y ADJ R-SQ 
16.89217 




, 8= NO INTERCEPT TERM IS USED. R-SGUARE IS R'::DEFINED. 
PARAMtTER 
ESTIMATE 
STANDARD T FOR HO: 
V~.RIABLE OF ERRrR PARAMETER=O 
/Intercept 
'''"' 1 91.47'+'+51 18.8251~3 ~. ~9 








TYF E 1 SS 
2CC7lo118=R(0) 
194.421 = R(L/ 0) 
262o318=R(T/L,O) 
K.Pa!ltial coefficients ~Slope of :plane 
Slope of :plane 
in LIGHT direction, see p. 100. 















1 ... 28.00-1 
11 38. oo n 
12 36.00~ 
13 36.00 n 
1'+ 46.000 
15 40.000 
TYPE I I SS 
1152.148= R(OIT,L) 
- .or5D03143= R(L T,o) 
262.318= R(T/L,O) 
when LIGHT is fitted last, it does not account for much of the remaining SS. 
PREDICT 
VALUE RE"SIOUAL 

















• • FULL MODEL 
~ FTlME "' TEMP LIGHT 
PREDICT 









SUt-' OF RESIDUALS 4 .72511E-1"' ,;,o 
SUM OF SGUARED RESIDUALS 683.142° 









































and slope coefficients for FTlME =TEMP (no NOINT) 
same as @ -
Note that the sequential coefficients from ABDO are on 
the diagonal of the SEQB output. See p. 100. 
!~lEAN 
SQUAP.E F VALUE 
228.370 4.680 
1+8 • 795 9?4 = s2 , same as @ 
R-SQU~RE 
ADJ P -SQ 







1. ()1 0 
= R(O)T,L) 
= R(T L,O) 
= R(L T,O) 
PROB>F} ~ same ANOVA as & , except 
O • I' 182 that the MODEL and TOTAL 
· SS are corrected for the 
mean. 




TYPE I SS 
2qnl.11ez:R(ol 
456.734 cR(T 0) 
t·'l~50~314_)=R(L T,O) 
Again, LIGHT fitted 
after TEMP accounts 





"BS ACTUAL VALUE RESIDUAL 
1 45.00"o 46o6n2 -1.602 
2 40.001) 1+0.651 -.b50720 
3 58.00~ 53.632 4.368 
4 50.!)0~ 41+.697 5.31J3 
5 31.oon 1+4.062 -13.062 
6 52.oon 1+1.91+1 10.059 
7 38.00:1 37.261 0.738795 
8 5'+.00(1 47.898 6.11)2 
9 40.0011 1+5.356 -5.356 
10 28.00~ 34.721 -6.721 
11 38.00 0 38.341 -.340885 
12 36.00 ·1 39.623 -3.623 
13 36.00~ 1+1+.1no -8.100 
14 46.oo· 37.292 8o7!J8 
15 4!J.OO·l 31+.746 5.25'1 
16 31.000 37.312 -6.312 
17 '10.00'1 34.766 5.234 
SUM OF RESIDUALS 3.91+351[-13 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 683.1'+29 
Same as ~ 
• 
/~~.:~ PAdRTIAL R>GRESSION RESIDUAL PLOTS 
- FTIME (INTERCEPT, TEMP) 
2, + 
15 + 






























The option PARTIAL in the model statement from -], 
produces these plots. These are similar to 
the plots on p. 141 
___ " ,f~RTIAL RfGRESSION RESIDUAL PLOTS 
:E:_r~:- FTIME (INTERCEPT, LIGHT) 
3 0 + 
2'1 + 
.. 
1 a + • 
(i1 
... 



















-2" + ·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·~--------· +·--------·---------·---------·---------· 
-11) 0 -50 f) c: ~ 
-· v 
LIGHT - L~ (INTERCEPT, TEMP) 
100 
Ll GHT 
There is little linear trend in this plot, so fitting LIGHT after 
an intercept and TEMP will account for a small portion of the re-
maining sum of squares, as in @ and @. 
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TEMP - TEMP (INTERCEPT, LIGHT) 
• • REDUCED'MODEL 
SEQUE~TIAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 




91.3816 -2.12144 ~ same estimates as secon<1 line, @ 
DE 0 VARIABLE: FTifolE 
SUM OF 
SOURCE OF SGUARES 
~\JOEL 2 29527.852 
ERROR 15 663.148 
U TOT .AL 17 3 0211.000 
RIJOT MSE 6.748570 
DEP MEAN 41.352941 




4 5 • 54 3 1 9 6 = s 2 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
F VALUE PROE' >" 
324.174 0.)001 
Note that s2 has not increased very much from the s2 
in @ and @ where both TEMP and LIGHT were fitted. 
0.3774 
0.3759 













EST I MATE 
31.381582 
-2.121444 
TYPE II SS 
1507.671 
456.734 





PROB > ITI 
o.o~o1 
0.0;164 
TYF E I SS 
2'?!'71.118 
456.734 
SS for reduced model (FTlME = XO/NOINT) 
= SS for the mean (n~) ; 456.736 
standard errors of the estimates, part @ 
F test for the need of the general model with TEMP and LIGHT 
over the reduced model with TEMP (pp. 138-140): 
• 
F, _ [ difference in df between models 
14- df, general model 
PREDICT 
'lBS ACTUAL VALUE RESIDUAL 
1 45.00'1 46.619 -1.619 
2 40.00 ... 40.679 -.&79071 
3 58.00~ 53.620 4.380 
4 50.00~ 44.711) 5.290 
5 31.00'1 44.073 -13.073 
6 52oil0'! 41.952 10.048 
7 3 8. (10 :1 37.285 0.715240 
8 54.00.1 47.892 6.1 [18 
9 40.001 4!:>.346 -5.346 
l'l 28.!101 34.739 -6.739 
11 38.00 c 3&.345 -.345482 
12 36.00~ 39.618 -3.618 
13 36.0011 4'1.073 -8.073 
14 46.('101 37.285 8.715 
15 4 o.oo ., 34.739 5.261 
16 31.00;') 37.285 -6.285 
17 40.00'1 34.739 5.261 
SU~ OF RESIDUALS 3.65930E-13 
SUY OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 683.147'? 
(456.739-456.736)/1; 0.0001 
= (683.143)/14 Reduced model is adequate 
This test is equivalent to the t-test of the LIGHT parameter 
estimate in @ or @. 
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PLOT OF R[SlOl•YHATt LEGEND: A : 1 oes. 8 : 2 OBS• ETC. 
A 
A 
B A A 
I A 










-12.5 • A 
•1 ':.; • 
-17. s • 
® Res~dual. plot ror rulJ. model 
7TIK:: = XO m!P LIG!iT, parts @ and @ 
-2 ~.J . 












PLOT OF RESIC2•TEMP LEGEND: A 1 OBSo 8 : 2 OBSo ETC. 
1 o.~ • A 
7.5 • 
A 

















-1 o.o • 
-12.5 • 
•1 '5o0 + 
•1 7.5 • 
-20.~ • 
@) Residual plot for reduced model 
FTIME = :XO 'l»>P, part ® 
A 








Residl.:al& ca= be! ;:::.otted ~;s.!I:.it Y vr 
against any o! t..'le expla.:~&t.:>ry varial:>le '. 










0 2. 7 4 
0 2. 25 
0 2.34 









• ! SOYMILK DATA - Uni tUJ 
The data set SOYMILK has variables TIME, TIME2 = (TIME)2 , 
TIME3 =(TIME?, LOF =TIME, and the response variable Y • 
The times are coded as TIME/60.0 to ensure numerical 
accuracy. Since there are ~our levels of the explanatory 
variable, the maximum degree polynomial that can be fitted 
is a cubic. 
• 
@ PROC REG; 




PROC SORT; BY TIME; } 
PROC MEANS MEAN NOPRINT; 
BY TIME; VAR Y TIME; 
OUTPUT OUT:NEW HEAN:YBAR X; 
In order to ~t the cubic polynomial to the mean response, 
the mean response at each level of TIME must be found. 
'lhe data must be sorted BY TIME before taking MEANS BY TIME. 
The data set NEW contains four observations (each TIME level). 
The variable names are YBAR (the mean respcnse) and X (the 
mean response at TIME levels). 
PROC PRINT; } Prints the four observations in NEW· 
VAR X YBAR; 
DATA NEW1; } 
SET NEW; 
X2:X*X; X3:X2*X; 
PROC REG DATA:NEW1; 
Data set NEWl will have four observations: the response variable 
is YBAR and the explanatory variables X, X2 = X2 , and X3 =X:' • 
MODEL YBAR=X X2 X3/SS1 SS2 SEQB; ~Fitting the cubic polynomial model to the mean response at each X level. 
GLH DATA:SOYMILK; } 
CLASS LOF; 
HODEL Y:TIME TIME2 LOF; 
PROC Fits quadratic model. PROC GLM (General Linear Models) used to fit the full model. Unlike PROC REG, only 
one MODEL statement may follow each PRoC GLM. -If no SS type is specified GLM gives T,rpe I (sequentials) 
and T,rpe IV (partials). LOF=lack of fit due to fittir.g a lower polynomial to the data. The CLASS state-
ment constructs an indicator variable for each level of the LOF=TIME variable (seep. 166). 
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• 
SE~UE~TIAL PA~AMETLR ESTI~ATlS 
I NTC:~ CEP 
T I ''E 1.18884 
• 
POLYNOMIAL MODEL ESTIMATION 








The coefficients on the diagonal of the SEQB 
output are the sequential coefficients for 
the cubic polynomial model. 
1.9775 1.58417 -2.~5E33 ~ The partial coefficients for the cubic polynomial model. 































VARIA9LE DF TYPE IT SS 
I~TEQCEP 1 17.90q633 
TI"E 1 0.065291 
TI"E2 1 Do00493fl101 
TIYE3 1 0.023237 
~ 
b 
~::::A in NEW 
MtHJ 




o.036833=s2 s2 is an estimate of "pure error" here since the maximum degree polynomial 
has been fitted. The error has 8 df, 2 from each level of TIME. 
R-SQUARE 
AOJ R -'3Q 
C.3074 
0.8726 











TYF E I SS 
117.313 1 ~ .4 C6212 See p. 113 0.456351 c.o232:37 
The pure error can be used to test for the "lack of fit" of the 
quadratic and straight line models. 
Lack of fit of the quadratic model: 
ss 
(2.88580-2.862563)/1- .023237 - 6308 
= .294667/8 - .036833 - . 
SOYMILK BOILING TIME DATA 
The quadratic model is adequate. Qt:lS X YB~'l 
o.o 2.44333 
2 0 .2 2.8&333 
3 0.5 3.53333 
b. 1 • G ~ 
mean Y for 
each level 











2.41049 3.07182 -1.82743 
X3 2o44333 1o977~ 1oS8417 •2o35F33 












DEP MEAN 3.126667 
c .v. 0 
PARAMETER 
VARIABLE OF ESTI~ATE 
INTERCEP 1 2.443333 
X 1 1.977500 
X2 1 1.584H:7 
X3 1 -2.35~333 
VAIIIAf'LE OF TYPE II SS 
HHERCEP 1 0 
X 1 0 
)(2 1 0 
X3 1 0 
M<:~N 




ADJ 'l•<;Q o.oooo 







POLYNCMIAL MODEL ESTlMATION USING MEANS 
@Y=XX2X3 
Same parameter estimates as Q0, so fitting the curve 
through the mean response is the same as using all the 
observations, except that with no replication, there 
are no df or SS for pure error. 
pqcF>' 
c.oooc 




















T I ME2 
LO~' 
• QUADRATIC MODEL EVALUATION 
':E) Y =TIME TIME2 LOF 
GENER~L LINE~R MOCELS PROCECUR~ 
CLASS L~VEL I~FORMATIC~ 
CLASS Lt:VEL~ VALUES 
LOF 4 o 1 o.2 o.c; 
NUMEER OF OBSERVtTIONS IN JATA SET = 12 
• 



















ST D DEV 
0.19192012 
(Sequentials) 













Y '' E l ~: 
3 .126666!'.7 




FP > F 
2!: .12 
('~ > I' 
2.CC02 
c .4!"00 -Compare F-=0,63 with the annotated F statistic for Model J;), 
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Y =TIME TIME2 TIME3 • In general, the lack of fit (LOF) partial 
sum of squares is the remaining sum of squares after the fitted 
model sum of squares. With t treatments (t levels of a quanti-
tative variable for example), DF = t- p for LOF after fitting a 
p parameter model including one DF for the mean. In this output, 
DF = 4 - 3 = 1 but in general DF could be greater than 1 . 
) 
) 
• • I ELECTRICITY LOAD DATA :.:_-lfuit i3-; ACO, p. 363 (B.rm?] 
~PTIONS LS=8G NODATE: 
TITL~ tLECTRICITY LOAD DATA; 
DAT o rLt:CL11A.D; ~f/, used since DAY is a character variable 
IN°UT OAT~ DAY ! TEMP Y; 
Y3=C: X4=Cl Y~=C; XE=O; Y]:l: X2=TEMP; 
IF CAY=•su• OR DATE=!: TH'"N LINK sur;JHi"---The link command causes the appropriately labeled 
IF Cfi.Y:•SA• THI'"t, Lir\K SATURC>AY~ executed. For example, if DAY= 'SA' then the 
~ E TURN ; SATIJRDAY: and RETURN are executed. 
SU"':;AY: XS=I: liE=TE:MF; Yl:Q: X2=C: 'ETUR''l 
Sf>TURDAY: X3=1i X4=TE"F: Yl=Q: X2=0i LDAY;•G!J;- RETURN: 
CAR':;S: 'SA' is changed to 'Q.' 
series of statements to be 
five statements between 
• 
for labeling purposes in @ See @ and ® for the X variables created 
by the above statements. 
® P~IJC PRINT: 
VAR Xl X2 X3 X4 )(~ XE:; Prints the X matrix for the full model: 3 intercepts and 3 slopes. 
~ PR0C PRINT: 
VAR Xl X3 )(5 TE"P: Prints the X matrix for the reduced model: 3 intercepts and 1 slope. 
@ PRf'C GLMl 
MODEL Y=Xl X2 X3 X4 rs XE:/~OINT Pi 
OUTPUT OUT=NE~l PREDICTED=YHATl RES!CUAL:RESIDll 
:]) PRrc PLC'T DATA=HioiU 
PLOT PESI['l•YHATl/VR""F=o;} Residual plot for the full model. 
_]) PROC GL"; 




OUTFUT CUT=NfW2 PREOICTE~=YHAT2 RESICUAL=R~S'D2l 
PLOT DATA=Nflo/2: 
PLOT P:O:SII"'2*YHAT2/VRrF:o; The residual plot for the reduced model. 
PLGT Y•TEro<P=DAY; y vs. TEMP, and the character used to plot each observation (Y) is the data stored in DAY which corresponds 
to that observation (i.e., the first letter of the day in which the observation was taken). 
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Xl ~ 1 if weekday, 0 otherwise 
































X5 •l it' Sunday or holiday, 0 otherwise 
X2 =temp if weekday, 0 otherwise 
X4 =temp if Saturday, 0 otherwise 

































~ The X matrix for the reduced model in @ 



















































































































1 0 c 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 






































DE~ENDE~T VARit~LE: Y 
SOURCf ['If 
M 0'1EL f 
O:~~OR 2:: 
~~~OQR[CTfC T0T~L 31 
Like PROC REG, PROC GIM computes 
~ect R2 when NOINT is used 
L.V. R-~R= -














\( f, 1 
PARTIAL 
0!.~.4M;:.-T[P ':STI MA '!'E 
v. 1 weekday intercept=11 0. I' 31+ 219 2 7 
·~ ? weekday slope = 13 • 3 0 9 3 0 2 3 3 
'< 2 Satur. intercept=•62 .14 28 57 14 
X4 Satur. slope= 13.::·7142857 
'( :: Sunday intercept=5 ~ 9 • f 50 6 Q 2 41 
'tU Sunday slope= 4.1204ij193 




ST D DEV 
32o64R37073 
( sequentials) 























@ FULL MODEL, 3 INTERCEPTS AND 3 SLOPES 

















2 7 .o 9 
1 .so 
c .53 













0. 4 7 39 









p~ ) F 
c.ooo1 






4~ 9 .<:;4005 229 
5 .666:?0746 
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PROC GLM has no option which gives estimates 
of the sequential b's. 
• 
• • • @ REDUCED MODEL, 3 INTERCEPTS AND A CCMMON SLOPE 
® Y = X1 X3 X5 TEMP /NO INT 
GfNERAL LINElR MOJELS PROCEDURE 
~~ 0 ~NDENT VARI!BLE: Y 
S ~'I"(':': 
M 1 ":::L 
€ '{ R,O K 
u~r~qRECTED TOTAL 
q~QU t: 
0 .-- ' 57 
I 
S:0 1JRc<: 
X 1} X::< intercepts 
(" 
Tr. "P~ slope 




































R(lj3,5,T) =1 334.52471;:;20 
R(3jl,5,T) =o.OOC06809 
R(5,1,3,T) = 13?5.61070453 
R(T 1,3,5) =77555.28°5"77; 
p~o~•H"T:CF\ '"STI MA H 
X 1 weekday intercept=i 52 • 7 3 6 7 4 3 2 6 
X3 Satur. intercept= 0.0290::'497 
X 5 Sunday intercept=-1:: 0. 4 2 86 S9 3 C 
r.::vo common slope= 12.75552448 
Prediction equation given 
on p. 146 
T FOR HO: 
P -~ R4Mf TE.i\= 0 
1.33 
c.co 
--1 .1 a 
8.45 










F VALUE PR > F 
1.78 0.1931 
0. 0 0 c.C?C:~B 
1 .2 2 0.27Ei"l 
71 .43 0.0001 
PR > IT I 
C.l931 
o.cs>9B 




P"( > F 
0.0001 
To evaluate the adequacy of the reduced model, form the F statistic 
/ difference in df [ (Model SS, full model) - (Model SS, reduced model)] b tw th 2 d 1 e een e mo e s 
(Residual SS, full model)/ (Residual df, full model) 
[34,740,917-34,738,249]/2; 1.25 = F2 
1065.916 25 
Based on the relatively small F value, the reduced model is judged 
to be sufficient and there is no need to fit separate slopes. 





















• • • r- A.-iAtYsiSJ 






























e.OO £>5 C ,0~ 950 lOCO · 1050 1100 1150 1200 
YPAT1 
.PLOT OF RESI02•YH~T2 LcGEN~: A : 1 CE~. e : 2 OfSt ~TC. 






























I A A 
-so . A 
. -6 0 
-70 + 
















PLOT OF Y•TE"" SYMBOL IS VALUE OF DAY 
@ Plot of Y vs. TEMP. 
The lines are the estimated regression 
lines from the reduced 3-intercept, 1-























Y Q = 972 + 12. 76 ( XQ - 76. 2) 
G 
Sundays: 
ys = 859.4 +12.76(x8 -77 .6) 
s 




• • • I LEAFHOPPER DATA - Unit l6J 
TITLE LEAFHOPPER DATA; 
DATA LHOPPER; 
INPUT TRTS $ DAYS; 
CARDS; \:DAYS is the response variable 
CONTROL 2.3 
CONTROL 1. 7 ¢ indicates that TRTS is a non-numerical variable 
SUCROSE 3. 6 
SUCROSE II. 0 
GLUCOSE 3.0 
GLUCOSE 2.8 
FRUCTOSE 2. 1 
FRUCTOSE 2. 3 






GLH; ~auld have to be set up in the input statement as in the Electricity Load Data or the Soybean Physiological Data. 
CLASS TRTS; 
HODEL DAYS =T RTS/N OINT SOLUTION P XPX SSI; This model, following a CLASS 
OUTPUT OUT:NEW PREDICTED:YHAT RESIDUAL:RESID; 
TRTS 3 -1 -1 -1 /DIVISOR:3 E; 
ESTIMATE 16-CARBONS VS SUCROSE' ESTIMATE 
statement, is the equivalent of a general means model. A 
SOLUTION option is needed after a CLASS statement so 
that the parameter estimates will be printed. 
XPX prints the~·~ matrix (see pp. 179-180). ESTIMATE 'CONTROL VS SUGARS' } 
TRTS 0 -.5 -.5 1/E; contrasts, 
ESTIMATE 'FRUCTOSE VS GLUCOSE' p. 181 
TRTS 0 -1 1 0/E; 
SAS orders levels of a classed variable alphabetically, or numerically, so 
the coefficients must be ordered: Qontrol, Kructose, Qlucose, ~ucrose. 
MEANS TRTS ;+- Calculates TRT means. 
PLOT; 
PLOT RESID*YHAT/VREF=~; 
~esidual plot for the general means model in @ 
GLM; 
CLASS TRTS; 
HODEL DAYS:TRTS/P XPX SSI; 
ESTIMATE 'CONTROL VS SUGARS' 
TRTS 3 -1 -1 -1 /DIVISOR:3 
ESTIMATE '6-CARBONS VS SUCROSE' 
TRTS 0 -.5 -.5 1; 
ESTIMATE 'FRUCTOSE VS GLUCOSE' 






GrNERAL LINr~R MODELS ORQCEDURE 
CLfSS L~VEL I~FORM~TICN 
LeVELS VALUES 
TRTS 'I CONTROL FRUCTOSE GLUCOSE SUCROSE 
NUMPER OF OESERVATIONS IN DATA SET : 8 
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Note alphabetical ordering 
• • With a CLASS statement, SAS creates indicator (dummy) variables and actu.a.l.ly forms an X'X matrix as if indicator 
variables had been set up in the input statements. 
LEAFHOPPER DATA 
GENERAL LIN~IR MODELS 0 ROCEDURE 
LEAFHOPPER DA T.\ 
MATRIX ELEMFNT R~PRESENTATION 
GENERAL LINE~R ~OCELS PROCEDURE 
DFP~NDENT VARIABLE! DAYS TH'- X•X MATRIX 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: DAYS 
EFFECT REPRESENTATION 
• 









ESTIM~BLE FUNCTIONS FOR CONTROL VS SUGARS 
EF~="ECT 








Note the function of the 
DIVISOR= 3 option. 





































The E option for each 
ESTIMATE statement 
prints the contrast 
vector (the c vector 








MEANS TRTS prints the treatment 
means. Compare to par811leter esti-








GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: D4YS 
S r':IJRC~ OF SUM OF SQUARES 
MO"'EL '+ 63o3800000J 
ERROR 4 0.3!1"r.J000) 
UN"ORRECTED TOTAL 8 63.68"0000J 
c.v. ST D DEV 
1'1.0500 0.27~&6128 
• GENERAL MEANS MODEL 
@ Y = TRTS/NOINT 
MEAN SQUA~<.E F VALUE 
15o8'+50'Qr·" 2llo'?7 





SOIJRC E OF TYPF I SS F VALUE PR > 10 
TR""S '+ 63 .38'1 0000) 211.27 ~."0<1 ~ Ifo:f.lc =~F =f.lc =~c "'0 







CO~TROL VS SUG'RS 
6-CARBONS VS SUCROSE 














































PR > IT I STD ERROR OF 
ESTIMATE 
o.OC05 0.19364917 
0.0003 0 o19364 917 
Oo!lOOl 0 .19364 917 
Oo0001 0.19364917 
0.0124 0.22360680 
o.O'l6? 0 o2 3 71 71) A 2T Contrasts 
0.%2'? 0.27386128 
REST DUll 









Control vs. Sugar contrast (seep. 181): 
Estimate= -.9667 = 2.0- .3333(2.2)- .3333(2.9)- .3333(3.8) 
2. 
Standard Error= .2236 = SQRT[ ~ (1 + 1/9 + 119 + 119)] 
• 
LEA~="f'OPPER DATA 
GENERAL LIN[~R MODELS oqocEDUR~ 
D~ 0 E~DENT V~RIAELE: DOYS 
• GENERAL MEANS MODEL 
@ Y = TRTS 
• 
S"\URC:: "F SUM 0~=" SGUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
MOOEL : 3.97500COJ 
~RilOR 4 0.30COCO!JJ 
C~"llRECTt:D TOT U 7 4.2750000) 
R-<:QUAR7: c.v. STD DEV 
0 .q29825 1~.050() 0.27:'86128 
SOURCE f'F TYP' I SS F VALUE 
TRTS 3 3.975000GJ 17.67 
T FOR HO: 
P~'lA"!":TER ESTIM'TE PARAMETER=" 
CO~TR0L VS SUG'RS 
6-CAR~O~S VS SUCROSE 


























SUM OF RESTDUALS 









2.200 1 JOOO 
2.2COJOOCO 
suv OF SQU'RED RESIDUALS ~RRCR SS 
FIRST ORDER AUTOCORRELATI0N 
DURFIN-wATSON [' 
1 .3 2 50 ·1 0 ~ n 17.67 
~.075~~on~ PR > F 
!) , 0 0 ° Q (--- }\, : >1c = Uf = llQ = Us = U 
DAYS "'EAII! 
2.7251',0(\(' 
PR > F 
n.10q~ 






















2. '6(;.€,6(-6 7 
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LEAFHOPPER DAH 
GENERAL LIN~~R MOQELS DRQCfDUR~ 
CL.SS L~VEL I~FORM~TIO~ 
CLASS L'VELS VALUES 
TRTS 4 C:O~ITROL FRUCTOSE GLUCOSE SUCROSE' 






:...;:: LY~:P::C''!-f C~H; 





r c. 5 








Presence of ATP or IG stimulation is denoted by 
a 1, otherwise a zero appears. 





'lJ CLA~:'F.S AT IC:; Vl;[El. ·y= :. P IG .1\TP*IC/P; 
CUTFC Cl'T= tif~·· f[~'H'U~L= RES~C 
l This model fits the main effects of ATP and IG, 
PREDICTH~= YHt,T ;} and their interaction, ATP* IG. 
F: ·~ C 
® 
F ;: ,- !"' 
~· 
cu·; 
cu::2r~ P.'~P :c:; 
~ r:CEL Y= ;."?rtrG/;'CI':T SCLL'TICL :~s 1 ; 
r::TH' TE 'STH ULUS' 
TPqG 1 -1 1 -1 /DIVISCR=~; 
ES~'H' TE ',~TP FF:ESEt:CE' 
: P 'I G 1 1 - 1 - 1 /D 1 VI S C S = 2 ; 
E?T~:· TE 'IJ:T£1;.\CTIC::' 
Use the general means model to estimate contrasts. 
Contrasts among treatment means in part @ would be 
''non-estimable" because the main effects are fitted first. 
The CLASSES statement orders the treatments numerically: (o,o); (0,1); (1,0); (1,1). The contrast coefficients 
must be in this order. 
T P ~I G 1 - 1 - 1 1 /0 I \'1:: r R =2 ; 
t•LCT; t..Refers to variables in CLASSES Statement. 







(0,0) (0, 1) 
treatment treatment 
(1,0) (1, 1) 
• • FACTORIAL ANALYSIS 
@ Y = ATP IG ATPIHG 
D~PENDENT VARIABLE! y 
SOURCE rF SUM OF SGU.O.RES MEAN SQUARE 
MODEL ::: 19%.0[)0(j0000 635.3333"333 
[QqOR 4 29.00000000 7.25nOGOOO 








































ST D DEV Y 1'1EAN 
2.69258240 42o50~0Q00(.l 





216 .2 8 
6.90 
TYPE IV SS F VALUE 













3 9. 7 2 
216.28 
6.90 




PR > F 
0.0032 
o.aoo1 










SUM OF RESIDUALS O.:lOOOOOCO 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 29.~0000000 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS 0.~0000000 




PR > F 
o.ooo4 
Note that TYPE I and TYPE IV SS's 
are the same due to orthogonality. 
The SSI option could have been used. 
• 
• 

















• GENERAL MEANS MODEL 
@ Y=ATP*IG/NOINT 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 




c.v. STD DEV 
6.3355 2.69258240 
[IF TYPE I SS 
4 16356.0000000J 
ESTIMATE 
32.00 000000 =leo 
6 5 • 0 0 0 iJ 0 0 0 0 = lo1 
25.00000000 =~lo 
4 8 • D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 = Yu 
-28.00000000} 
12.00 000000 P• 19'7 
-5.(10000000 









MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
4089o00(l0(l000 564.00 
7o25('01)0!)1J =s2 PR > F 
Y ME~N 
42.50000000 
F VALUE PR > F 
564.00 !1.0001 
















levels to those of 




s'same as for ® 
In ']) the contrasts are computed as part of the model. 
In ~ the contrasts are specified. More than three 
contrasts could have been run under the model. The 
contrasts do not need to be orthogonal for computation 
purposes. 
• • 
FAT DIGESTIBILITY DATA- Unit 17; ACO, p. 365 (BAS) 
TITLE FAT DI3ESTI3ILITY DATA: 
01\H FAT_DIG: 
!~PUT PCRinC =AT f LECIThi~ Y; 
XO=li Xl=O: X2=Ci X4:C: yc:o; YE=Oi 
I" PERIOD=1 TYE~ X1=1i 
IF PERIOD=? THEN X2=li 
X3=1-Xl-X2: 
Creating the indicator variables shown in :JV 
IF FAT='T' A~C L CITHI~=O TYEN X4=1 
r= FAT='C' A~D L CITHIN=G TYEN X5=1 








MODEL Y=XO X1-X7/NOINT; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEW RESIDUAL=~ESIO 
ESTIMATE ·~ VS WO LECITHIN' 
K4 •= X5 .5 XS -.5 X7 -.5; 
ESTIMATE •FAT DIFF WO LECITHIN' 
X 4 1 X 5 -1: 
ESTIMAT~ 'FAT )IFF W LECITHI~' 
X 6 1 X 7 -1; 
PREDICTED=YHAT: 
"ROC PLOTi 
~ PLOT RESID•Yi-4AT/VREF=Oi Residual plot for@ 
Equal Period Indicators 
_....._ 
Model: Equal means/Period Indicators! Treatment Indicators 
and contrasts as discussed in Unit 17 
Treatment Indicators 
• 
means1 -"'. r X~ r )() 09$ XC X1 X2 1 X4 X5 X6 y @ ~~! matrix for model in ® 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
3 1 0 0 1 
4 1 1 0 0 
5 1 0 1 0 
s 1 0 0 1 
7 1 1 0 0 
9 1 0 1 0 
? 1 0 G 1 
10 1 1 0 0 
11 1 0 1 0 



















































1 DEPE~OENT VART88LE: Y 
S')IJRCE 
MOCEL 














GENlRAL LINEaR MODELS ~~OCEGU~E 
MODEL SEQUENCE 
@ Y =Equal means I Periods I Treatments 
('F SUf' 0~ SGUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
E 6£:867.48166667 11144.58027771' 94 0 • 3 6 
6 71.10833333 11.8513'388° P"< > F 
12 6693b.59000GOJ 0.0001 
c.v. STD i)l\1 y f'EAN 
4o7089 3.4'+253'162 73.108:33333 
['F TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F 
_ 198.8l=R(l,2,3j0) 
1 nr=64137.94083333}1 5411.85 0.0001 Redundant~ 
Period {13 7 • 7 6 C. 4 16 6 7 11 • f: 2 o • o 14 3 
1 ss 6 1 • 0 5 1 2 5 0 0 0 5 • 15 0 • 0 6 3 7 
0 o.ooocoooo • • 
Treatt_04E.522:'0000t 88.30 0.0001 
1 ment 1C12.500G~OOO ~ 85.43 c.OOCl L= 2530.73 
1 SS 471.70f:i::E&Uf...__ 39.30 O.GOC7r= R(4,5,6jO,l,2,3) 
C C.COG00008 • • 
X3 is redundant aftering fitting XO Xl X2, therefore it does 
~ot account for any variability in,~t~h~e~m~o~d~e~l~·~--~~~~----~~~~ 





















(y4 -y) +period3mean='>5.2333333:' 
















c c 1 
lqO 
No matter which variable is fitted last, it will have 0 df 
and no sum of squares since it will be a linear combination 
~ of variables previously fitted. This redundancy causes the 
following message to appear. 
(See also note on following page.) 
ST D ERROR OF 
ESTIMUE 
• 
period 1 mean - period 3 mean= 4 • 4 2 50 0 C· 0 0 
)( 2 period 2 mean -period 3 mean=- 5. 52 50 0 0 J 0 
X3 _ _ O.OOOOOOGC 
X4 ~l -~4 = -37.9333333~ 
~ - :f4 = - ~· 1 • 3 6 6 b 6 6 u 













In general, the partial coefficients are not of interest 









• GENlRAL LINEAR ~OD~LS ~~OCEDURE DEPENDE~T VARIABLE: Y 
NOTE: TH~ X•X MATRIX HAS PEE~ DEEMED SINGULAR A~D t GENERALIZEn 
INVERSE HAS B~EN EMPLOYED TC SnLVE THE NJRMAL EQUATIONS. 
TrlE A30VE ESTIMATES KEPRESEhT "NLY ONE o= ~ANY P~SS!BLE 
S~LUTIONS TO TH~ NDPMAL EQUATIONS. ESTI~~TES FOLLOWED EY 
TrlE LETTER 8 A~F EIASlD AND DO N~T ESTI~'TE THE ~ARAMETER 
BUT ARE BLUE FOR SOM~ LI~EAR CO~BINATION OF PARAMETERS 
CO~ ARE ZEKO>. TH~ ~X~ECTED VALUE o• ThE ~IASEC ESTIMATOP~ 
M~Y BE OBTAI~ED Fqo~ T~~ &:NERaL FORM QF ~STIMAELE 
FU~CT!ONS. FCR THE EIASED EST!~ATORS, Th~ STD ERq IS THAT 
OF THE BIASED ESTI~~TO~ AND THf T VALJE TESTS 
HO: ECSIASED EST!~ATORl = a. ESTIM•TES N0T FOLLOWED BY TH~ 
LETTER 8 ARE BLUE FGR THE PARAMETEP. 
T rOR HO: PR > 'T I 
PARA-.EER ESTIMATE PAq~METER=O 
Contrasts: 
W VS WO LECITHIN -25.78333333 -12.97 
FAT DIFF WO LECITHIN -6.56666€-67 -2.34 
FAT DIFF W LECITHIN -il. 7. 73 3 3 3 3 3 3 -6.31 
PLCT Of rii~ID•YH•T l~G£~0: A = 1 OBS• 8 : 2 ~PS• LTC. 
R B r o I @ Residual. plot f'raa ® 
I 
. 

































• • • rPRO~Nu~~~N DATA- Unit 181 
® 
ITLF. t:UTRITICN GATA; 
t.T,\ PRCTEH:; 
:PUT I'R OTf II< c Y ; 
i~ 1-T~~ .. 
1 r; 
f: 1 6 
" 1 0 











L 11.; 1 
L 2f.C 
L 203 













~ ,a~ ,) 
s ::::71 
s 316 
;- 2 C7 
s 1 G S 
s 177 
<' 158 
s 2~ f. 
FI\CC 
10 horsebean observations 
12 linseed observations 





Y=PRlTFit:/lJGT:'T SCLLITICn P 2::31; 
u:TPUT CUT=!!Eo.' PREDICTED=Yl'"T !,E:OICUAL=EFSIC; 
r:;TIFfoTE '!lC'~SFFEH VS CIU1FH' Seep. 217 
F R CT F 1 !! 1 - • ~; - • 5 ; Natural Contrasts 
r:srn r.rr 'L n:~~Er:D vs scYt-EAr:' 8 219 
PHCTEU C 1 -1; ee p. 
FSTH'fTF '0RTJ!C' !1-F V~) CU'FAL' Ortho Contrasts 
FEC:TEII: 1:: -f -'i/DJVTS~R=l~; 
@ PRCC PLC'T; 
PLCT RESH*nAT/VREF=O; Residual plot for@ 
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Using the CLASS ~tatement to fit the general means model, 
followed by natural and orthogonal contrasts, as discussed 
in Unit 18. 
• • GENERAL MEANS MODEL 
@ Y = PROTEIN INOINT 



































DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
3 16839'17.43571429 561332.47857143 229."6 
33 8%~9.56428571 2444.22°22078 PR > F 
36 1764657.0!)000()00 o.oo~1 
c.v. STD DEV y ME~N 
23.1656 49.43914664 213.41666667 
[)f TYP" I SS F VALUE P R > F t- Tests: 1-lH = IlL = 1-ls = 0 not 1-lH = IlL = Us = 1-l 
3 1683997.43571429 229.66 ~. "o r1 
T FOR Hr: PR > IT I ST D ERROR OF 
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O 
160e2000000()= ~H 10.25 
218e75GOOOO'l = ~L 15.33 
246.8571421'\E = Ys 18.68 
' ll-.""' ....... __.' ... --.-. -3.94 
-28.10714286 
-"7-- LOAL1~"l0 





16:J.00~0000() 16n o200·JJOOO 





143.00000000 160 .200J.J.JOO 


























-52.20 ~C· 01'!.'0 329.00000000 










-49.75000000 SUM OF RESIDUALS 
-5.75rnnooo SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 



















· ERROR SS 
























• • • SWAMP :pH DATA 
@ General Means Model Analysis Using Model Sequence 
~R~C_GL~; CLQ$~~s LQC TYP 
MOr~L Y= L~C JY~[ LrC•TYF~/~ ~21 ·~2: 
OUTPJT OJT-~r~: PF:~ICTED=Y~~:• ~~~IrutL-c[;IOl: 
PROC PL~T: 
PLOT R[$JP~·YH~Jl:. 
DEPE~D~NT VA~tt9L~: v 
sou geE CF sv· .oF sc.u~;;;Es 
Objectives: (1) to fit the general means model with one model 
sequence so that the two "classical" ANOVA tables 
can be constructed; 
(2) to examine residuals. 
~· ~ ~ '.> ~ 0 U .A F<.I F VALUE FR > F R-S QU A~<.E c 
MODEl - . ------·- _2.&~ ·J "" _ _ ______ i • ~L<~ ~.1£1..9 _ ______ . ----~JL. - c .35~(; __ ___j). ~llJI & 52 6 • .6 
£RR.:JR 




































.... 5 .• 6 3 ~--3 3_33.3 
2 • 0 t ::. 7 l 4 2 .. '::1 
TY:OE: • ss 
.(-.774~~7218 















O.l~li~;~?.2. SH DlV y ,.. 
VALUE 
3.'jC 
2. E e 
1.5E 
0.44085862 R(Mean) = (35)(6.6628~)2 
=1553.8 
r li > F CF -(YYPE rr ss) F VHUE 
I. 0553 
r •• r as 3 
('.2261'> 
j/1.33577182 6.87 1.04276977~ 2.68 
0.60773900 ~ 1.56 
i.oc-1 T!:PE · TYPE. I roc 
If interaction is judged important => ~ 
If interaction is not judged to be important 
=> both LOC and TYPE are needed (:pg. 230) => :S) or ® 
Residual Analysis: 
Not shown but the magnitude of the residuals is acceptable and 








PRCC GUoli CUSSE.;:; .LOC pq:; 
~0J~L Y=LOC•T~PE/,01~.,. P CL~: 
LC;T:•·.~.,.~ •TLI.T PG22c r, :F•;.sl' 
I ,nr .~yp;- 11 -f -'· r ~ , /_::_ua..S.'l;(:llj_ 
l.STlr'~-~ 'Tl~~ ~G2~~ ~.:·.T~tST2' 
LCC ,.,.YFF. ;J 1 ·1 ;· ~; 
f S T: ·· t .,. t: ' T: X T ~ S 2 ~ 0 r ~·': p; .\ S T 3 • 
Ll.C:•~vpi: G i ' 14 -P -f·ICIVIS'li'i=J4j 
ESTII''A.,.E •TEAT r::G22'1 r(;'JTPAST4' 
LOC*TYFE 0 0 Q C 1 -1; 
D.EPEND.t:N. T VA R l.AB. Lt:..: ..... .'t' 
j) General Means Estimation 
Interaction is judged to be important 
Objective: (1) to estimate the cell means from the 
general means model; 
(2) to estimate column contrasts within 
each row (or row contrasts within 
each column). 






_p MA.~IL~. ______ _ 
T x~ P;;22< C":',T" ,.;:,TJ 
T XT Pb220 CO~Tg~ST2 
T XT PG2~3 CO~T~A~T3 






1 'i56.? [ '\ f,S661______ 2".i.....3.6..12 1.7_7 8 _ _.1_3~ IL.Jl.C.Ol 
.5 .6363.333~ G • 1 9.'1.~ 2 ~ :: 2 
1_,~6 t, :S_4 0 _t; -J ·~ :) !.l 
TYPE I SS F VALUF 
1~5t,.2f.J36;o67 1~~·4.49 
l:'~rr~·.r: 
T FOP. f-i 0: 
.. __ PAB,n':'.;:TfR=: 
£~·~"''"'""V ..; •• .,1. ,J • ..... ' "' 
0.?4o6bf.o7 
0. 0&571 '+.2." 
-0. 1 5JJ~Ol.G 
:'.52 
1 • .3 J 
~.26 
-:) .6 ~ 
r R > F 
G.OOOl 
["'l !;t ) IT I 
<.:.0,176 





OF TYPE IV SS 
E 1556.20366667 
STD f.R;OR JF 





Interpretation: (1) Within the near location, community type North has a higher (0.5) pH 
than the average of the other two community types ( p = . 02) • 
(2) There is some evidence that the pH for the Mesic Community is higher 
than Shrub Community (p = .20). 
(3) Within the away location, the pH for community types does not vary. 
-40-













































• RESID!J.AL LGI..ER 95% CL 
FOR MEAN 
UPPER 95X CL 
FOR MEAN 
-Q.~25JCQCO 6.5G62185E 7.14378142 
"a37"CCCQQ ---··--- f.506?18"' .I..a..ll378142 
n.~7C:'Jr:;Jc bo~·%2185b 7,14378142 
c.11~~c:oo ~.5~6218~8 7,14378142 
-Q,Q~~OCOOD 6.50621858 7.14378142 
-r.4~~1DCJC 6.50621856 7.14378142 
~.17~0GGOC 6o5062185E 7.14378142 
c,.4Q00t:':'~ ,.b25J~tcor· --~--- -Q,42"Gnoa 6.50621858 7.V_U._lQ142 
s.src~uc~o 
.7 .•. 0 (· ~ r :J ~ r, ~ 
s.<. u:J.lJCC 
6 •. 2. C(.J( J~ 
6. <+ G s v c ria 
fo466666E7 0.3333~~33 bo09856959 6o83476374 
6."6666667 0,5~~3?333 6,09856959 6,83476374 
s.•sss6t67 -D.2F66Sf67 &.0985655~ 6.83476374 
6o4fS66667 -0~26666667 6oD9e569~9 6.83476374 
f.46Sb66f7 -0.06~6£667 6.09P56959 6.83476374 







~ .. ';l .... 2f.I)CuC';D 
S.2C'UD~OOO 





• 1 2 ) J.O 0 ·J . 
.12~Ju L'J 
~.2fJ00COO 5.71676985 6,52323015 
• 'J,9:;;0(l!JQ00 . !;.71671:?985 6,52323015 
Q,GP~O~GCO 5o71676985 6,52323015 
Q , .2 8 C ~.0 C 0 0 .. 5 ..• 716 7 .. £;.. '? .8 .. 5 G , 5 .. 2 3 Z 3 0 15 
n,280)0QOC 5.71676985 6.52323015 
21 S.61L'O!l000 E:.'lOJJOCQJ -O.P~"OCOO 6.26243716 ____ I_._5_3.1..5.62_8_i__ 
21 7.0~GJGO~O 6.'?0CJOu08 DolOJJOCOO 6.2621!3716 7.53756284 
..... 2.2..... . ............... fe ..•. 2 ... ~ OQJlJ) 1)0 ... ~ ..• ..? e'D JJlt,;QO ........ ~ o ... o5; QQC QO .. . ........ tl.i! :u 2.l..B..5.&... 1. 068 7.8142 
23 ~ S,6:>0uDO~C 6.750.JJ'JOO -1.l"~DOCOO 6,43121858 7.06878142 
(i! 7 ..•. 20DJIOOQO. e..75U\i(JDO ...... o .•. 45000POO .... 6 ..• 4312Je.? .. e.. 7.06878142 
25 7,20CvOOCC b,75130~0G 0.4~COOCOC 6.43121858 7.06878142 
26 7.?uC'::llOQO b.75nJQJ\1 IJ,4c?OOCOO t.4312185c 
21 s.2ooJruco ::.75JJooco -o.s~oocooc 6.4312185& 
.. 2 .. b. . ... 1.2 ?!lU.J!\lQ .!!.. . ....... ie .... T.:;i ?JQC!l U 0 • 4 5 (l 0.0 !HLO P! 1t~ 1..2.J.8 .. ~.e. .. . 
29 7.20000000 6.75~()0000 0.'+5000000 6.43121858 
31l 7,2COOOCOO 6.900ii0000 0.30000000 6.53190292 
...... ~ .. L.. h8Q09.oQ9J! 6.900}0C00 -O,lPQI,I~QOQ ~.5319()292 
32 7.~~0COnO() 6,901uOJro 0.1000CCOC 6.53190292 
.. 3 3 (: •. il .. ~ .. c .~J·. c o o .. s • " o 1. J J ; o ~ -IJ • 1." o to c o o 6. 5 :<1 .. ':1 o 2 n 
34 7.D~u000~0 ~.90JJQOOO 0.10000000 fo53190292 
35 6.6COOUOOO bo900JQOOO _ ----~--_=-O~O?OCCOO _______ 6.5319029.2__ 




























• • • 
(£) General Means Estimation (with No Interaction) 
DRQC R~G ~ATA=SWA~P; 
~ODEL Y=Xl-XS/NOINT P CL~; 
~~~IRTCT Y2-X~·YS+Yh:~; 
~ TkiCT X1-~~-X4+~E="l 
~· r:s.J Xl-.~·-~2- •. ~~v~+Y4-.~·vs-.~·Y6=~; 
~ : r:sr r2-Y3••~-YE=c: 
~C TI~T .72~77~•Xl-.395G7'*~2-,52~697•Y3+o274227•X4-.l5670l*X5 
-·.l175.?f: .vs=C: 
( C? • IF c- I • ~ L;.; 3 58 3 4 • Y.] • • 44ft II '1 4 • }' '"'~ - • y ~ '-, q 1 2 *X 3 - • ~ J S -:z: 5 ~ 
•,5S994E•X~-.554~bP•~f=J; 
N.'U; T!:ST Xl+X2•X3-XIt-X5-X6=0; 
CR 1 : T~ST o20E•Vl+o442•X2+o352•X3-.206•Y4-o442•~5-.352•X6=0; 















EOR0R 31 ~.244872 C.201422 
U TOTAL 35 l~b1.840 
0
.001 14.SE. , .'I.'+RBO} f7SQI.!3&:: .. ).9760 
['[P t"i::AN bobb2857 ~[J P-S:;; ,.3~~f 
c." . .:; ~?.??~.?.} 
>.t r: IE : ,< 0 HI H f:. C E r'T E R 1-i IS lJ S"' D • R • ~ U;. q 0: l 2 R C: DEFINED. 
STAN~Pk) I FOR H:: 
V ;R I .ABLE CF 
D;kAMETE~ 









T <;T: ·ur: 
r:-sr: ; c 2 
r-:-sr: uCl 
_1~s_r_~ :,c2. 
T<:~T: ': Q 1 







1 ".:'\\'If •. <,'? ~-1f'.1"'f',? 
- _....l2._l £ L_ ·----- -- _l..Jj 'Ll.L __ -
1 7.1720C3 ~.1 173 
1 ~ •. c:·'f:q3r. Co.l 841 
1 ~.734r9~ D.l ~F7 








1 • !I 0 r:· u 
l.GOQO 
''l.:'I!RATnk: }.(1271'? 
..!:£.:- --~ __ E YALUL: ____ _5__._ ~ 9 8.:'. __ 
N" '·1! r1 .l T C· k : 
~::.RA Fk: 
NC"~IN:.TOFo-: 
· · u '-~ ~~ 1 A T C' k. :._ 






[ 0 : 31 
c F: 1 
""; 31 
~ F: 1 
~ F: 31 
----~· ~ ~· :;- t. I r~ E : • ~2~1£.2__ __ :E; ____ l 
r~~O~J~4T8~: 0.~~1•2~ ~F: 31 
;,J!'.c'\.;TCk: l.~.:'"ol7 ~F: 1 
c ,-: t.) '1 I:, ~ 1 ~· ~ : 0 • 2 0 1 4 2 2 "F : 3 1 
~UMLRATQR: 1.3'~77 SF: 1 
D~NOMI~ATOR: 0.201422 DF! 31 
PROP >F : 0.~311 
F VALL'[: 
FR·JP >F : 
• VALUE.: 
PkOE' >F : 
f V~Lu::.; 
FR"5 >F : 
r:- v t, LL E: 












b •. e 31 1 
O.•Jl"iO 
Situation: the interaction is judged not to be important 
and both factors are needed in the model. 
Objective: (l) to estimate the cell means for the re-
stricted general means model (the two 
RESTRICT statements of no interaction 
forces any contrast among the three 
columns to be the same for each row or 
the difference between row means will be 
the same for all columns). 
(2) to estimate contrasts (natural or ortho) 
among (i) the column cell means averaged 
over rows and (ii) row cell means averaged 
over columns. 
Parameter estimates are the cell means esti-
mated from the restricted general means 
model 
Community 
LOC North Mesic Shrub 
near 6.757 6.391 6. 3l9 
away 7.l72 6.806 6. 734 
Note that the difference between rows is the 
same for each column (any contrast among 
columns is the same for each row). 
Confidence intervals on the restricted popu-







• f'llOC ... !ikM .. :. cJ.A~S~S .. I.!IC TY.r.'J.:; ..... . ~CD~L Y=LOC TYPE/P S~l SS2i 
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• • 
,]) General Means Estimation (no interaction) with Reduced Model 
M[ A'' SGUAk E F____y}..LUE H _2_f_ _______ fi~S.GUARE _k_ 
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TYPE 2 
G.77487218 
1.04276377 2. ;< '? c • c 913 _2_ _________ L..ll .. 4 2J.b!l..l2. --
PARA"ETER F.STIM~TE 
) LOC NAT ~AIN ~FFECT -0,41500335 
TYPF ~~T MliN EFFt CT 0.4017414~ 
TYP£ NAT MAIN fFF~CT 
TYPE ORTHO MAIN EfF( 
OE'SEP.VATION 0!"-SERV!':D 
0,!17233758 
.. Jl .• .3.9 7 .. 9 3 8 1 7 
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Note: Results f'rom ESTIMATE statements are as in @ 
I" fANS 
LOC' fJ y 
_L 10 
16 6 .52631_5__li_"'~.825(8) +6.467(6) +6.12(5)]/19 6,825Guooo 
TYFE N y 
~ ______ __liL___ 6_.8~000QOO "l..ftr.825(8) +6.9(2)]/10 
- 2 H 6 I 6 28 5 71 4 3 
3 ll. &~545'15'155 
L E As T sG/u-;\-R E ~ -----r.iEANS 
y 
LJC LSMEAN 
(weighted average of' observations) 
____ _£b_!_o48<; 17169 :-, 











[6. 757 +7 .172]/2 
Note: 6.904-6.489 "' -0.415 
6.965-[6.599+6.527]/2 = 0.4017 
6.599-6.527 = 0.072 








INPUT LOC TYPE TMT Y; 
CAkDS; 
PROC ANOVA; CLASS TMT; 
MODEL Y = TMT; 
MEANS TMT I DEPDNLY; 
PROC SORT; BY TYPE LOC; 
PROC MEANS MEAN NOPRINT; BY TYPE LOC; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEW MEAN=MY; VAR Y; 
PROC ANOVA; CLASS TYPE LOC; 
MODEL MY = LOC TYPE LOC*TYPE; 
MEANS LOC TYPE LOC*TYPE I DEPONLY; 
E 
• 
SWAMP DATA - Unweighted Analysis of Cell Means 
--- --- see Snedecor & Cochran, 7 ed., p. 418 
The six treatment combinations are indicated in the CLASS variable TMT. 
The residual !<IS is an estimate of cr2 • 
/lii\ The six cell means are computed and placed 
~ in the data set NEW. 
~ The main effect SS and interaction SS are determined at this step. 
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• 
• • @ One-way ANOVA on the six treatment ccmbinations. 
ANALYSIS Of VARIAN'E PROCEDURE 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES 
TMT 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 35 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUAKE: F vALUE 
MODEL 5 2.42536095 0.48507619 2.50 
ERROR 29 5.63633333 I O.l943563ij PR > F 
COIUlECTED TOTAL 34 8.06171429 = s2 0. 053a 
R-SQUARE c.v. STD DEV Y MEAN 
0.300652 6.6167 0.44085862 6.6o2d5114 
SOURCE OF ANiJVA SS F VALUE PR > F 
TIH 5 2.42538095 2.50 .:>.0536 
MEANS are the cell means 
HIT N y 
1 6 6.82500000 Note: 
2 6 6.46666667 
3 5 6.12000000 
4 2 6.90000000 
5 8 6.75000000 
6 6 6.90000000 
Calculate: 1 1 (1 1 1 1 1 1) ~ = 2ffi E+b+5+2+E+b = 0.21389. Thus, ~ = 4.675 
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Note: s2 is all that is to be used from this 
ANOVA table along with the associated 
error df : 29 . 
max(n .. ) 8 s· lJ 2 1nce . ( ) = 2 > m1n nij 
the analysis of unweighted 
cell means is of dubious worth. 
• 
• • • ® There is no output from ® 
ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE PROCEDURE 











ANOVA of' Unweighted Cell Means 
Source d:f' ss MS 
LOC 1 1.00965 1.00965 
TYPE 2 0.61874 0. 30937 
TYP~LOC 2 0.61329 0.3o664 
ERROR 29 5.63633 0.19436 
F.05 1,29 = 4.18 F.05 2,29 = 3-33 
F.Ol 1,29 = 7.60 F.25 2, 29 = 1.45 












ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE 
0.09590046 
0.00000000 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION Type 1 = North Loc l =Near 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES 2 =Mesic 2 =Away 
TYPE 3 1 2 
3 =Shrub 
3 
14Y MEAN LOC 2 l 2 
6.66027778 
NUMBER Of OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = b =the number of' cell means. 
F VALUE PR > f 
These are the desired SS which need to be multiplied by nh =4.675, 
the harmonic mean number of' observations per cell. 
where: LOC SS = 4.675(0.21596713) = 1.00965 
TYPE SS = 4.675(0.13235093) = 0.61874 
TYPE*LOC SS = 4.675(0.13118426) = 0.61329 
Error SS f'rom part QD 
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• • • 3!) continued 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEDURE 
MEANS 
LOC N MY ' 
1 3 6.47055556 
2 j 6.85000000 







Thus, they correspond to the LSMEANS from the model which includes LOC, 
TYPE and LOC:tTYPE. 
3 
TYPE LOC N 
1 1 1 
1 2 1 
2 1 1 
2 2 1 
3 1 1 
3 2 1 
The standard error of any location mean is 
The standard error of any type mean is 








/ s2 = j 0((~36 
.j 3(~) 3(4>75) = 0.1177 
0.19436 
2(4.675) 0.1442 
Seep. 419 of Snedecor and Cochran (7 ed.) for a discussion of calculating the correct standard errors 





II EXEC SAS 
OPTI~NS LS=E:J ~!CDAF "~r,OT[.~.: 
Df\T4 SCYBO~.; 
TITL~ S0YEEA~ CATA: 
I~o0• LIGHT ! ~EIG~T Y!lLC: 
DEV = HEIGHT; 
• I SOYBEAN DATA. -Unit 19;ACO, p. TI'l (MINI~~ 
X1 = CLIGhT=•c•>: 
X2 = CLIG~T=•L•>: } Xl =(LIGHT= 
1 C 1 ) is equivalent to: IF LIGHT = I c I THEN Xl = 1; 
ELSE X1 = 0; 
X3 = 1-Xl--)(2: 
CARDS: 
c 4g 12.2 
c 52 12.4 
c 42 11.9 
c 35 11.3 
c 40 n.g 
c 4il 12.1 
C f() 13ol 
C E:1 12o7 
c 50 12.4 
c 33 11.4 
c 48 12.3 
c 51 12.2 
c 56 12.6 
c E:5 13.2 
C 51 12o3 
L 63 16.6 
L '50 15o8 
L t:3 16.5 
L 33 15.0 
L 38 15.4 
L 45 15.6 
L 50 15.8 
L 43 15.8 
L 50 16.0 
L 49 15.8 
L 35 15o0 
L 50 16.2 
L E:2 16.7 
L 49 15o9 
L '52 1':..9 
s ~2 c:-.5 
s 5't q " .. -
s ~j ;:~.e: 
s 45 8.'l 
s 57 9.5 
s 62 9.8 
s '52 9.1 
s (,7 10.3 
s ~5 9.5 
s 40 8.5 
s 41 8.5 
s f:7 10.4 






Xl, X2, X3 are treatment indicators, HEIGHT is the covariate, YIELD is the response variable 
PF:CC ;:-;-,·_rfi',Rr ~.u:·:r; \'!;R CEV; ~Sets mean of DEV=O. It is equivalent to HEIGHT- HEIGH'r. 
~ ~~ (.r: tJf:',.I"'T'• 
\.<·: r' X; X;:' X:, CEV; Prints the ~ matrix for ©. 
PRCr:: REG; 
H'DEL Y f:L[':); 1 x;: X3 DSV /l!CIET :CC.! s:: 1 :;::z; 
Model fitting the covariate deviations last. CUTPL"~ UI:JIE:: PHFTICTEI':Yf!AT f: ~-:u.:.~.L=H~:H; 
C V~ TR : TE~T X1-.5~X2-.5*X~= ; 
L-V::-:'.: TEST 1:2-X~:O; -Use TEST statements with PROC REG to test contrasts. 
Instead of specifYing the coefficients as with ESTIMATE, 
use the equation that represents the contrasts under the 
null hypothesis. 
PPCC PLCT LATrl=l!El' 
?UT EF:' TD~-YH T=L TGHT /VRr.F:O; ResiduaJ. plot for @). 
i L!'T Y!FLCfiiE CHT=L TGH'!'; Plot of the response variable vs. the covariate. 
PRC'C CL 1'; 
I'CITL YIFI.D:"EJGl:T X1 XC' XJ; Model fitting the covariate first. 




MODEL YIEL:O..LIGHT HEIGHT LIGH~HEIGHT; Model fitting separate slopes after a common slope. 
PROC GLM; CLASS LIGHT; 
MODEL YIELD = LIGHT HEIGHT; 
LSMEANS LIGHT I STDERR; -4-- Adjusted treatment means 
MEANS ll GHT I OEPONL Y; ~Unadjusted treatment means 
ESTIMATE 'CONTROL VS TMT' HEIGHT 0 LIGHT 2 -1 -1 I UlVISuR=Z; 
ESTIMATE 'LIGHT VS SHADE' HEIGHT 0 LIGHT 0 1 -1; 

































































































































4 2 0 0 1 
4~ 0 0 1 












































3 •. '\ 
14.8 
4 0 A 
• 
@ The X matrix for part @) 
45 / 0 1 
control treatment Light treatment~ "-----HEIGHT- HEIGHT (deviation of the covariate from its mean). 






SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
X1 
X2 
12.26 = Yc 
12 .26 1~ .86 =YL 
12 • 2 6 15 • 8 6 9 • 4!: 6 6 7 = Ys 
• GENERAL MEANS MODEL 
~ YIELD= Treatment indicators I covariate deviations 
I X3 
DEV 12.369 15.9806 9.23709 .0583!:82=common slope ~The first three partials are the adjusted treatment means (seep. 237). 
I D£P VARIABLE: YI EU) 
SUM OF MICAN 
) SOURCE DF SQUARES SGU~RE F VALUE PROP)" 
) 
) 
MODEL 4 7383.377 1!'45.844 110755.812 0.0001 
ERRO~ lt1 0.683301 0.0166€:6 
U TOTAL 45 7384.060 
ROOT MSE 0.129096 fl-SQUAPE ryi: DEP ME:AN 12.5281:\89 eoJ R-SQ o. 99 
c .v. 1o03039 
NOTE: NO INTERCEPT TERM IS USED. R-SOUARE IS REDEFINEC. 
P ARAMfTER STA~IDARD 
VARIABLE OF ESTI,.ATE ERR"R 
X1 1 12.36895'1 0.0335<12 
X2 1 15.980f,28 0.033650 
X3 1 9.237085 0.034469 
DEV 1slope=O. 0 58368 0.002231513 
VIIQIARLE OF TYPE II SS 
X1 1 2259.578 
X2 1 3758.754 
X3 1 1196.866 
OEV 1 11.402032 
TEST: C_VS_TRT NUMERATOR: 0.562358 
DENOMINATOR: .Olf6659 
TF:ST: L_VS_S ~UMERnOR: 315.604 
Dt::NOMTtJATCR: .Cl !'6659 










PROB ) 1 T I TYF E I SS 
0.0001 225'1 e€:H Yc (adj) = 12.37 
0.0001 3773.09'1 YL (adj) =15.98 
Oe0001 134'1.267 Ys (adj) = 9.24 
0.0001 11.'102032 
F VALUE: 33.7431 
PROI3 )F : 
"' 
VALUE: 





TESTS of contrasts 
These contrasts test differences between adjusted means. 
The ESTIMATE option in GIM would provide the estimate 
















~ PLOT OF YIEL:•~EIGrlT SY~BOL IS VALUE OF LIGHT 
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33 3~ 37 ~-9 41 43 45 47JS:49Xc51x53 s:Xss7 sc; 61 6: 65 67 
HEIGHT (covariate) 
5 0PS HlDDfr..J -52-
• 
• • 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT ¥ARIAPLE: YT~LD 
SOURCE f'F SU"' OF SQUARES MEAN S(WARE 
MOnEL 3 319 .58<!14296 106.52971432 
ERR'JR 4 1 0.68:3014'1 0 .olE: 6658" 
CORRECTED TOTAL 44 320.27244444 
R -SQUARE c.v. STD DEV YIELD MEMJ 
0,997866 1.0304 0.129 09644 l.2.52P.88889 
SOURCE l'F TYPF I ss F VALUE PR > F 
HEIGHT 1 1.77817807 106.70 0.0001 
X 1 1 2.2067<!982 132.41 o.ooc1 
X2 1 315.60416506 18CJ37 .13 0.0001 
X3 0 o.oooooooo 
SOURCE OF TYPE IV ss F VALUC: PR > F 
HEIGHT 1 11.40203184 684.15 0.0001 
X1 0 o.oooooooo 
X2 c 0.00000000 • • 
X3 0 o.oooooooo 
T FOR HO: FR > IT I 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O 
INTC::RCEPT 6.24E6336: B 49.02 0.0001 
HEIGHT 0.05P3681° 210.16 0,0001 
X 1 3.13186885 B 64.07 0,0001 
X2 6.7435424° E' 13 7 .6 1 0.0001 
X3 o.oooooooo 8 
NOTE: THE ~·X MATRIX H~S BEEN CEEMED SINGULAR A~D A GENERALIZED 
INVERSE HAS PO:EN EMPLOYEr' TO SOLVE THE NOr<~1AL [QIJATIONS, 
THE lBOV~ ESTIMATES REPR~SENT ONLY ONE OF MANY POSSIBLE 
SOLUTIONS TO THE NORMAL tOUATIONS. ESTIM~TES FOLLOWED BY 
THE LETTER ~ ARE BIASED !~0 DO NOT ~STIM,TE TH[ P'RAMETER 
BUT ARE BLUE FOR SOME LIN~AR COM~INATION OF P•RAMETERS 
<OR ARE ZERO>. T~E EXPECT~D VALU~ OF THE S!ASED ~STIMATOR~ 
MAY BE O~TAINED FROM THE rENERAL FORM OF ESTIMAELf 
FUNCTIONS. FCR THE BIASEC ESTIMATORS, THF STC ERR IS TH~T 
OF THE BIASED ESTIM4TOR ~ND THE T VOLU[ TESTS 
HO: E<BIASEn ESTIMATGRl = O. ESTIM~T£~ NOT FOLLOWED BY THE 
LETTER e ARE BLUE FOR THE PARA'-'ETER. 
F VALUE 
6392.08 
PR ) F 
0.00"01 








® Covariate/treatments model 
Produces the analysis of covariance table, p. 238. 
• • • 
snYBEAN DHA 
GE~ERAL LIN~AR MOCELS 0 ~0CEDURE 
(V Treatments/common slope/separate slopes model 
CLASS LrVEL INFCRMATION 
CLA ~S L'VELS VALUES 
LIGHT 3 C L S 
NUMEER OF GPSERVATIONS IN D~TA SET = 45 
SOYBEAN DATA 
GENERAL LIN~AR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: YilLD 
SOURCE f"'F SUM OF SQU~RES ~1 EAN SGlJARo:- F VALUE. 
MOOC::L 5 319.66578021 63.93315604 4110.01 
ERROR 39 0.60 666423 0.01555549 PR. > F 
CORRECTED TOTAL 44 320.27244444 0.0001 
R-SQUARE c.v. STO DEV YIELD MEA~ 
0.938106 0.99"5 0 o12472166 12.52P8R8P9 
SOURCE I'F TYPF I ss F VALUE PR > F 
LIGHT 2 308.18711111 9906.05 0.0001 
HEIGHT 1 11.40203184 732.99 0.0001 
Hf.IGHT•LIGHT ;: 0 .07(,63726 2.46 0.0983 
this line tests HO : s1 : s2 : s3 ( :S) 
SOURCE DF TYPE IV ss F VALUE F P > F 
vs. Ha : different slopes needed. 
LIGHT 2 10.530277B 338.47 0.0001 
) 
HEIGHT 1 11.47084949 7 3 7.41 0.0001 
HICIGHT•LIGHT ;: O.OH63726 2.46 Co09f':'-
-54- ) 
• • • SO'r'tlEAN DATA ]) Treatments/common slope model 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDuRE 








LIGHT = R(LI ~) 
HEIGHT = R(~ L,u) 
SOURCE 
liGHT = R(L/e,u) 
HEIGHT 
PARAMETER 
CONTROL VS TMT (1) 
LIGHT VS SHADE (2) 
COMMON SLOPE (3) 



















STD OEV YIELD MEAN 
0.12909644 12.528888!N 
TYPE I SS F VALUE Pt<. > f 
308.187111ll 9246.04 0.0001 
11.40203184 684.15 0.0001 
TYPE IV SS f VALUE PR > F 
317.ti10%4ti9 9534.77 0.0001 
11.40203184 684.15 0.0001 










1-'K > f 
v.OJ01 
R(~/[1) = R(L, ~/[.!)- R(L/ ~,[.!) 
319.58914- 317.81096 
STD EKKOk Of 
EST Ho!ATE 
o. 04129927 
0.0 .. 900394 
0.00223151 
1.77818 = SS due to fitting a common slope 
before the treatments. 
(1) and (2) are the contrasts among adjusted 
treatment means (same as the contrasts used 
in the TESTs of part 9 ) . 
MEANS c unadjusted treatment means 


















Note that the F-value output for (2) in PROC REG 
is not correct. 
lEAST SQUARES MEANS: adjusted treatment means and their standard errors. 
YIELD STu E:RR PROB > I T l 
LSMEAN LSMEAN HO:LSMEAN=O 
12.3!>89540 0.033591ti 0.0001 
15. 9d06276 0.03J6501 O.J001 
9.2370851 0.03446138 0.0001 
Compare the MEANS and I,SMEANS with the SEQB output of PROC REG in :f' . 
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• • • 
POTATO SCAB DATA - Comparison of regression lines in a 2 X 3 factorial 
--- -- -- experiment (two qualitative levels X three quanti-
tative levels). P. 97, Cochran and Cox, 1957. 
DATA SCAB; 
INPUT YIELD TMT S lEVEl XO X01 XOZ X1 X11 XlZ XZ XZl XZZ; 
CARDS; 









XO X01 X02 Xl Xl1 X12 X2 X21 X22 I 
NOINT P SEQB SSl CLMi 
~OOEl YIELD = XOl X02 Xl XZ I NOINT P SEQB SSl CLM; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEW P=YHAT R=RES U95M=UPPER L95M=LOWER; 
PROC PLOT DATA=NEW; 
PLOT YIELD*lEVEL=1MT; 
PLOT RES*YHAT I VREF=O; 
PlOT YHAT*LEVEl= 1 P1 UPPER*LEVEL='U' LJWER*LEVEL= 1 l 1 I OVERLAY; 
PROC UNIVARIATE NORMAL PLOT OATA=NEW; VAR RES; 
PROC GL~ OATA=SCAB; CLASS TMT lEVEL; 
MOOEL YIELD = TMT*LEVEL I NOINT Pi 
ESTIMATE 1 TMT 1 TMT*LEVEL 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 I DIVISOR=3; 
ESTIMATE 1 8 LIN 1 TMT*lEVEL -4 -1 5 -4 -1 5 I DIVISOR=B~i 
ESTIMATE 'T*B LIN' TMT*LEVEL -4 -1 5 4 1 -5 I DIVISOR=42; 
ESTIMATE 1 B QUAD' TMT*LEVEL 2 -3 1 2 -3 1 I DIVISOR=108; 
ESTIMATE 'T*B QUAD' TMT*LEVEL 2 -3 1 -2 3 -1 I DIVISOR=54; 
Recall that b2 01 = ~L.y. where the Li's may be computed from, say, the ORTHO 
. ~ ~ 2 -3 1 
algorithm. In this example t 1 =54' t 2 = 5Jj: and t 3 = 5Jj: • If the levels of 
the quantitative factor had been equally spaced, then the Li's could have 
been obtained from a table of' orthogonal polynomial coefficients. 
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@ and @ correspond to fitting a sequence of 
regression models 
A plot of' the raw data as well as a residual plot 
and plot of predicted values for the 
model in part @) . 
More analysis of residuals from the model in part @ . 
~ Fitting the cell means model and examining single 
degree-of-freedom contrasts which corre-
spond to linear, quadratic, treatment and 
the respective interaction terms. The 
results are identical to those of part~-
• • • 
.J) The data and indicator variables 
08S YIELD TMT LEVEL xo X01 X02 Xl Xll X12 X2 X21 X22 
1 9 F 3 1 1 0 3 3 0 9 9 0 
2 9 F 3 1 1 0 3 3 0 9 9 0 
3 16 F 3 1 1 0 3 3 0 9 9 0 
4 4 F 3 1 1 0 3 3 0 9 9 0 
5 30 s 3 1 0 1 3 0 3 9 0 9 
6 7 s 3 1 0 1 3 0 3 9 0 9 
7 21 s 3 1 0 1 3 0 3 9 0 9 
8 9 s 3 1 0 1 3 0 3 9 0 9 
9 16 F 6 1 1 0 6 6 0 36 36 0 
10 10 F 6 1 1 0 6 6 0 36 36 0 
11 18 F 6 1 1 0 6 6 0 36 36 0 
12 18 F 6 1 1 0 6 6 0 36 36 0 
13 18 s 6 1 0 1 6 0 6 36 0 36 
1~ 24 s 6 1 0 1 6 0 6 36 0 36 
15 12 s 6 1 0 1 6 0 6 36 0 36 
16 19 s 6 1 0 1 6 0 6 36 0 36 
11 10 F 12 1 1 0 12 12 0 lftlt 14ft 0 
18 4 F 12 1 1 0 12 12 0 144 144 0 
19 4 F 12 1 1 0 12 12 0 144 144 0 
20 5 F 12 1 1 0 12 12 0 144 144 0 
21 17 s 12 1 0 1 12 0 12 144 0 144 
22 7 s 12 1 0 1 12 0 12 l't4 0 llt't 
21 16 s 12 1 0 l 12 0 12 144 0 144 






• • • 
~ Fitting the model sequence XO I XOl X02J XlJ Xll Xl2J X2\ X21 X22 
SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER ESTI~ATES which is: common mean\separate means\common linear\separate linear\common quadratic\separate quadratic 
XO 13.'l333=Y 
X01 16.4167 -6.16667 = Yp-Ys 
X02 16.4167 -6.16667 1.4E-14 = 0 
Xl 19.6458 -6.16667 1.7E-14 -0.4b131 = bl.O (common linear) 
X11 18.75 -4.375 1. 7E-14 -. 333333 -. 255952 = bFl.O- bSl.O 
X12 1'3.75 -4.375 1.7E-14 -.333333 -.255952 1.1E-13 = 0 
X2 6. 77083 -4.375 1.8E-14 3.77381 -.255952 1. 6E-13 -. 2662 04 = b2 . 01 (common quadratic) 
X21 12.9167 -16.6667 3.3E-14 1.66667 3.95833 -2.2E-13 -0.12963 -.213148 = bF2.01-bS2.01 
X22 12.9167 -16.b667 3.3E-14 1.66667 3.95833 -2.2E-13 -0.12963 -.213148 1.2E-12 = 0 
OEP VARIABLE: YIELD 
SUM OF '-1EA"l 
SOURCE IJF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F 
MODEL 6 4721.000 786.833 22.374 0.0001 
ERROR 18 633.000 35.166667 
U TOTAL 24 5354.000 
ROOT MSE 5.930149 !l!Q~!~5 e.:~~t OEP ""EAN 13.333333 
c.v. 44.47612 
NOTE: NO I~TERCEPT TERM IS USED. R-SQUARE IS REDEFINED. 
NOTE: MODEL IS NOT FULL RANK. LEAST SQUARES SOLUTIONS FOR THE 
PARAMETEPS ARE NOT UNIQUE. SOME STATISTICS WILL BE 
MISLEADI~G. A REPORTED OF OF 0 OR B MEANS THAT THE 
ESTIMATE IS BIASED. THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN 
SET TO 1t SINCE THE VARIABLES ARE A LINEAR ~OMBINATION 
OF OTHE~ VARIABLES AS SHOWN. 
X02 =+XO -l*X01 
X12 =+X1 -1•Xll 
X22 =+X2 -1 *X 21 
PARA,..ETER ST M.JOARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE OF ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROS > IT I 
xo 9 12.916667 9.932877 1.300 0.2099 
X01 f\ -16.666667 14.047209 -1.186 0.2509 
X02 0 0 . . . 
)(1 f\ 1.666667 3.202646 0.520 0.6091 
Xll B 'l.958333 4. 529226 0.874 0.3937 
Xl2 '1 0 . . . 
xz B -0.129630 0.205450 -0.631 0.5360 
X21 f.' -1).273148 0.290550 -0.940 0. 3596 
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Standard errors and hypothesis tests are most 
easily determined from part ® . 
>not of use. 
• • • 
® Results of the P and CIM option 
PREDICT STD ERR LOWER95t UPPER95' 
OBS ACTUAL VALUE PREDICT MEAN MEAIII RESIDUAL 
(Cell Means) 
1 9.000 9.5011 2.965 3.271 15.729 -.500000 2 9.000 9.500 2.965 3. 271 15.729 -.500000 
3 16.000 9. 500 2.965 3. 271 15.729 6.500 
4 4.000 9.500 2.965 3.271 15.729 -5.500 
5 ,o. 000 16. 1501 2.965 10.521 22.979 13.250 
6 7.000 16.750 2.965 10.521 22.979 -9.750 
7 21.00J 16.750 2.965 10.521 22.979 4.250 
8 ~ 16.750 2.965 10.521 22.979 -7.750 
9 16.000 15.50 2.965 9.271 21.729 O. 5JOOOO 
10 10.000 15.500 2.965 9.271 21.729 -5.500 
11 18.000 15.500 2.965 9. 271 21. 729 2.500 
12 18.000 15. 500 2.965 9. 271 21.729 2.500 
13 18.000 18. 2.965 12.021 24.479 -.250000 
14 24.000 18.250 2.965 12.021 24.479 5.750 
15 12.000 18.250 2.965 12.021 24.479 -6.250 
16 19.000 18.250 2.965 12.021 24.479 0.750000 
17 10.000 5. 750 2.965 -.479346 11.979 4.250 
18 4.000 5.750 2.965 -.479346 11.979 -1.750 
19 4.000 5. 750 2.965 -.479346 11.919 -1.750 
20 s.ooo 5.750 2.965 -.479346 11.979 -.750000 
21 17.000 14.25~ 2.965 8.021 20.479 2.750 22 7.000 14.250 2.965 8.021 20.479 -1.250 
23 16.000 14.250 2.965 8.021 20.479 1.750 
24 17.000 14.250 2.965 8.021 20.ft79 2.750 
SUM Of RESIDUALS 2.34479E-13 
SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 633 
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• • • 
& Fitting the model sequence XOl X02I nl X2 
SEQUENTIAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
which is: separate meansicommon linearlcommon quadratic 
XOl 10.25 = YF -
X02 10.25 16.4167 = Ys 
X1 13.4792 19.6458 -0.46131 = bl.O 
X2 1.5 7.66667 3.64583 -.266204 = b2 . 01 
OEP VARIABLE: YIELD 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE !JF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F 
MODEL 4 4684.417 1171.104 34.980 0.0001 
ERROR 20 669.583 33.479167 
U TOTAL 24 5354.000 
ROOT MSE 5.786118 :;~Q~!;3 3.:~:: DEP "'EAN 13.333333 
c.v. 43.39589 
NOTE: NO INTERCEPT TERM IS USED. R-SQUARE IS REDEFINED. 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB > ITI TYPE! SS} 
X01 1 1.500000 6.954049 0.216 0.8314 1260.750 
not useful X02 1 7.666667 6.954049 1.102 0.2833 32H.083 
Xl 1 3.645833 2.209610 1.650 0.1146 71.502976 
X2 1 -0.266204 0.141747 -1.878 0.0750 118.080 
PREDICT STD ERR LOWER95t UPPER95~ PREDICT STD ERR LOWER951 UPPER951 
OBS ACTUAL VALUE PREDICT MEAN MEAN RESIDUAL OBS ACTUAL VALUE PREDICT MEAN MEAN RESIDUAl 
·,=restricted cell means) 
1 9.000 10.042 2.362 5.114 14.969 -1.042 16 19.000 19.958 2. 362 15. o:n 24.886 -.958333 
2 9.000 10.042 2.362 5.114 14.969 -1.042 17 10.000 6.917 2.362 1.989 11.844 3.083 
3 16.000 10.042 2.362 5.114 14.969 5.958 18 4.000 6.917 2.362 1.989 11.844 -2.917 
4 4.000 10.042 2.362 5.114 14.969 -6.042 19 4.000 6.917 2.362 1.989 11.844 -2.917 
5 30.000 16.208 2.362 11.281 21.136 13.792 20 5.000 6.917 2.362 1.989 11.844 -1.917 
6 7.000 16.208 2. 362 11.281 21.136 -9.208 21 17.000 13.083 2.362 8.156 18.011 3.917 
1 21.000 16. 20 8 2.362 11.281 21.136 4. 792 22 1.000 13.083 2.362 8.156 18.011 -6.083 
8 9.000 16.208 2.362 11.281 21.136 -7.208 23 16.000 13.083 2.362 8.156 18.011 2.917 
9 16.000 13.792 2.362 8.864 18.119 2.208 24 17.000 13.083 2.362 8.156 18.011 3.917 
10 10.000 13. 792 2.362 8.864 18.719 -3.792 
11 18.000 13.792 2.362 8.864 18.719 4.208 SU~ OF RES I DUALS 1. 34ll5E-13 
12 18.0 00 13.792 2.362 8.864 18.719 4.208 SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS 669.5833 
13 1 !!. 0 00 19. 958 2.362 15.031 24.886 -1.958 
14 24.000 19.95 8 2.362 15.031 24.886 4.042 
15 12.00:) 19.958 2.362 15.031 24.886 -7.958 
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• • 
GENERAL LINEAR ~ODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: YIELD 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
"lODEL 6 4721.00000000 786.83333333 22.37 
ERROR 18 633.00000000 35.16666667 PR > F 
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 24 5354.00000000 0.0001 
R-SQUARE c.v. STO DEV YIELD MEAN 
0.881771 44.4761 5.93014896 13.33333333 
SOURCE OF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F 
T"'T*LEVEL 6 4 721. OOODOOOO 22.37 0.0001 
SOURCE OF TYPE IV SS F VALUE PR > F 
TMT*LEVEL 6 4721.00000000 22.37 0.0001 
T FOR HO: PR > ITI STD ERROR OF 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O ESTIMATE 
T"lT -6.16666667 -2.55 0.0202 2.42091317 
8 liN -0.~6130952 -1.43 0.1710 0.32351615 
T*8 LIN -0.25595238 -0.40 0.6971 0.64703230 
8 QUAD -0.26620370 -1.83 0.0835 0.14527499 


























































• \f) General Means Model 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES 
TMT 2 F S 
LEVEL 3 3 6 12 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 2~ 
Note that the parameter estimates are the same 
as those given in part @ under the SEQB 
output. Here we also have the standard 
errors and t-tests; however, we had to cal-




3 6 12 
F 9-50 15.50 5-75 
'IMT 
s 16.75 18.25 14.25 
The standard error of each cell mean is j 35.l667 =2.965. The cell means and 
standard errors could have been printed 





® continued GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 






























SUI-4 OF RESIDUALS 











SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS - ERROR SS 



















Note: In order to get the classical ANOVA table as well as the single 
degree-of-freedom contrasts and means with standard errors we 
could have used the statements: 
PROC GIM; CLASS 'IMT LEVEL; 
MODEL YIELD= 'IMT LEVEL 'IMT*LEVEL/P CIM; 
[ same ESTIMATE statements] 
LSMEANS 'IMT LEVEL 'IM'I*LEVEL/STDERR; 
Note: To obtain the same results as in ~we woulr fit the morel with 
interaction restricter to be zero That is, 
PROC GIM) CLASS TMT LEVEL~ 





INPUT Yl Y2 Y3; 
SUBJECT = _N_; 
AlCOHOl = 'YES'; 
IF _N_ > 6 THEN AlCOHOl= 1 N0 1 ; 
YS = 1Yl+Y2+Y3l/SQRTI3l; 
xo = 1; 
CARDS; 
PROC SORT; BY ALCOHOL; 
Q9 PROC PRINT N; BY ALCOHOL; 
® PROC 
© DATA 
GLM; CLASS AlCOHOL; 
MODEl YS = XO ALCOHOL I NOINT; 
LSMEANS AlCOHOl I STOERR; 
ESTIMATE 'DIFFERENCE' ALCOHOL l 
SPLIT; SET WHOLE; 
Y=Yl; DRUG='A'; OUTPUT; 
Y=YZ; DRUG='B'; OUTPUT; 
Y=Y3; DRUG='C'; OUTPUT; 
DROP Yl-Y3 YS; 
QV PROC PRINT N; 
PROC SORT; BY ALCOHOL SUBJECT; 
@ PROC GLM; 
ABSORB ALCOHOL SUBJECT; 
CLASS DRUG ALCOHOL; 
-1; 
• 
AI.COOOL-DRUG DATA, p. 280. 
Analysis of a Split -Unit Experiment 
Yl = Drug A response 
Y2 = Drug B response 




Rearranging the data to enable analysis 
of the subplot factor. 
PROC SORT must be used on the CLASS variables 
used in the ABSORB statement below. ABSORBing 
the whole plot factors reduces the storage 
requirements and hence the time and cost of 
the analysis. 
MODEL Y = DRUG ALCOHOL*DRUG; Effects model for the subplot factor and main effects contrasts. 
ESTIMATE 'MAIN EFFECT: AB VS C' ORUG -1 -1 2 I DIVISOR=2; 
ESTIMATE 'MAIN EFFECT: A VS B 1 DRUG 1 -1 O; 





CLASSES ALCOHOL DRUG; 
HODEL Y = ALCOHOl*ORUG I NOINT SS1 SSZ; 
ESTIMATE 'AB VS CONTROL i N0 1 
ALCOHOL*DRUG -1 -1 2 0 0 0 I D1VISOR=2 E; 
ESTIMATE 'A VS B • NO ALCOHOL' 
ALCOHOL*DRUG 1 -1 0 0 0 O; 
ESTIMATE 1 AB VS CONTROl i YES' 
ALCOHOL*ORUG 0 0 0 -1 -1 2 I DIVISOR=2; 
ESTIMATE 1 A VS B i YES ALCOHOL' 
ALCOHOL*DRUG 0 0 0 l -1 O; 
PROC GLM; CLASSES SUBJECT ALCOHOL DRUG; 
~ODEL Y = XO ALCOHOl SUBJECT(ALCOHOL) 
DRUG ALCOHOl*DRUG I SS1 SS2 NOINT; 
TEST H=ALCOHOL E=SUBJECT(ALCOHOl) I HTYPE=1 ETYPE=1; 
CONTRAST 'ALCOHOl DiffERENCE' AlCOHOl 1 -1 I 
E=SUBJECTtALCOHOl) ETYPE=l; 
ESTIMATE 'AB VS CONTROl • NO' DRUG -1 -1 2 
ALCOHOl*DRUG -1 -1 2 0 0 0 I OIVISOR=Z E; 
ESTIMATE 'A VS B i NO AlCOHOl' DRUG 1 -1 0 
ALCOHOL*DRUG 1 -1 0 0 0 O; 
ESTIMATE 1 AB VS CONTROL a YES' DRUG -1 -1 2 
AlCOHOl*ORUG 0 0 0 -1 -l 2 I OIVISOR=Z; 
ESTIMATE 1 A VS B 4 YES ALCOHOl' DRUG 1 -1 0 
ALCOHOl*DRUG 0 0 0 1 -1 O; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEWZ P=P R=R; 
• • 
General means model and simple effects contrasts. 
This analysis performs both the whole-plot and sub-plot analyses 
all at one time. The simple effects contrasts are more diffi-
cult to specify and the computing costs are much steeper. 
QY PROC PLOT; PLOT R*P= 1 *' I VREF=O; Analysis of residuals 
® PROC ANOVA; CLASSES SUBJECT ALCOHOL. DRUG; PROO ANOVA may be used since this experiment is balanced. The HODEL Y = ALCOHOL SUIJECTUlCOHOL) DRUG ALCOHOL•DIUG; ESTIMATE option is not available, but the cell means and SS 
TEST lt•ALCOHOL f>:SUIJECTULCOHOL); . for the ANOVA table are computed and F-tests made. 




OBS Y1 Y2 Y3 SUBJECT YS xo 
1 2.83 2.55 2.63 7 4.62451:1 1 
2 2.93 2.42 2. 73 8 4.66499 1 
3 3.58 3.99 3.38 9 6.32199 1 
4 2.~8 3.07 2.78 10 5.09800 l 
5 2.32 2.15 2.12 11 3.80474 l 
6 2. 73 3.23 2.53 12 4. 90170 1 
N=6 
--------------------------------- ALCOHOL=YES ----------------------------------
OBS Yl Y2 Y3 SUBJECT YS xo 
7 3.56 4.04 3.26 1 6.27002 1 
8 3.79 3.88 3.49 2 6.4olt323 l 
9 4.09 5.32 3.79 3 7.62102 1 
10 3.10 4.38 2.80 4 5.93516 1 
11 3.33 3.63 3.03 5 5.76713 1 




@ See p. 283 of Allen and Cady for a 
discussion of the assumed model. 
• • • GeNERAL LJNEAR MODELS PROCEDURE @ Ana.lysi.s of' sums to test f'or whol.e-'Pl.ot ( al.cohol.) differences. 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES 
ALCOHOL 2 NO YES 
NUMBER Of OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 12 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: YS 
SOlUtCE Of SUM Of SQUARES MEAN ~QUARE f VAlUE Compare SS found on this page with those in, say, analysis ®. 
HODEL 2 382.70960556 191.35480278 328.00 
ERROR 10 ~ 0.58339611 PR > f I~ = SS due to SUBJECT( ALCOHOL). OBS SUBJECT AlCOHOL xo y ORUG UNCORRECTED TOTAL 12 3d8.54356667 0.0001 
1 7 NO 1 2.83 A 
2 7 NO 1 2.55 B 
R-SQUARE c.v. STO OEV YS HEAN I 3 7 NO 1 2.63 c 
4 8 NO 1 2.93 A 
0.9849135 13.6304 0.76380371 5.60366549 I 5 8 NO 1 2.42 8 
0 8 NO 1 2.73 c 
7 9 NO 1 3.58 A 
SOURCE Of TYPE l SS f VALUE PR > f I 8 9 NO 1 3.99 8 
9 9 NO 1 3.38 c 
xo 1 376.812802--78 645.90 0.0001 I 10 10 NO 1 2.98 A ALCOHOL 1 5.89680278 10.11 0.0098 11 10 NO 1 3.07 B 
12 10 NO 1 2.78 c 
13 11 NO 1 2.32 A 
SOURCE Of TYPE IV SS f VALUE PR > f I 14 11 NO 1 2.15 8 15 11 NO 1 2.12 c 
XO 0 o.oooooooo I 1o 12 NO 1 2.73 A . . ALCOHOL 1 5.89680278 10.11 0.0098 17 12 NO 1 3.23 & 18 12 NO 1 2.53 c 
T FOR HO: PR > JTj STD ERROR Of I 19 1 YES 
1 3.56 A 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O ES T!HA Tf 20 1 YES 1 4.04 B 
21 1 YES 1 3.26 c 
DIFFERENCE -1.40199890 -3.18 0.0098 0 •• 4098228 I 22 2 YES 1 3.79 A 23 2 YES 1 3.88 8 
24 2 YES 1 3.49 c 
25 3 YES 1 4.09 A 
LEAST SQUARES MEANS 26 3 YES 1 5.32 8 
27 3 YES 1 3.79 c 
ALCOHGL YS STO ERR PROS > HI 28 4 YES 1 3.10 A 
LSHEAN LSHEAN HO:LSHEAN=O 29 4 YES 1 4.38 B 
30 4 YES 1 2.80 c 
NO 4.90266604 0.31182156 0.0001 31 5 YES 1 3.33 A 
YES 6.30466494 0.31182156 0.0001 32 5 YES 1 3.o3 8 i 
l 33 5 
YES 1 3.03 
' J 34 6 YES 1 3.35 A 35 6 YES 1 3.63 B -66- 36 6 YES 1 3.05 c N=36 
• 
:E· GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES 
DRUG 3 A B C 
AlCOHOl 2 NO YES 
• 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 36 
















MAIN EfFECT: AB VS C 
MAIN EFFECT: A VS 6 


























TYPE IV SS 




o. 0 7063111 
Y MEAN 
3.23527778 









PR > F 
0.0002 
0.0083 











PR > F 
0.0001 





Note that ALCOHOL and SUBJECT(ALCOHOL) are not 
included in the Type IV SS. 
• 
These contrasts are of little interest since the 


















AB VS CONTROL ~ NO 
A VS B i NO ALCOHOL 
AB VS CONTROL ~ YES 
A VS 6 4 YES ALCOHOL 
• • 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEOURE General means model with whole-plot factor ABSORBed. 





















TYPE II SS f VALUE 
2· 74591111 9. 72 
T fOR HO: 













PR > f 
0.0002 







PR > F 
0.0001 






This is a set of simple effects contrasts 
(see Table 22.3, p. 281 - Allen and Cady). 
• • @ Combined whole-plot and split-plot analysis with simple effects contrasts. GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: y 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
HODEL 16 391.28941778 24.45559236 346.£4 
ERROR 20 1.41262222 0.07063111 PR > f 
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 36 392.102100JO 0.0001 
R-SQUARE c.v. STD DEV V MEAN 
0.996403 8.2146 0.26576514 3.23521718 
SOURCE OF TYPE I SS f VALUE PR > f 
xo 1 316.81280278 5334.94 F.5 AlCOHOL. 1 5.89680278 83.49 SUBJECT( ALCOHOU 10 5.83396111 8.26 
DRUG 2 1.87122222 13.29 0.0002 
ALCOHOL• DRUG 2 0.86868889 6.15 0.0083 
SOURCE OF TYPE II SS F VALUE PR > F 
xo 0 o.oooooooo 
ALCOHOL 1 5.89680278 81.49 ~ 
SUBJ EC TC ALCO HOLI 10 5.83396111 8.26 0.0001 
DRUG 2 1.87722222 13.29 0.0002 
AltoHOL•DRUG 2 0.86868889 6.15 0.0083 
TEST~ Of HYPOTHESES USING THE TYPE I HS FOR SUBJECTCALCOHOLI AS AN ERROR TERM 
SOURCE OF TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F 
ALCOHOL 1 5.89680278 10.11 0.0098 




AB VS CONTRUL i NO 
A VS B ~ NO ALCOHOL 
AB VS CONTROL i YES 
A VS B ~ YES ALCOHOL 
uF 
1 
ss f VALUE PR > f 
























Compare with the analysis in part ®. 
Simple effects as in ® . 
• • 
PLOT OF R*P SYMBOL uSED IS * 
R 
* 
* 0.4 + @ Residual plot 
* 0.3 + 
• 
0.2 + 




* • 0.1 + * * * • I 





























!J ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROCEOURE 
MEANS 
ALCOHOL If y 
NO 18 2.83055556 
YES 18 3.64000000 
SUBJECT ALCOtt:>L N y 
7 NO 3 2.67000000 
8 NO 3 2.69333333 
9 NO 3 3.65000000 
10 NO 3 2.94333333 
11 NO 3 2.19666667 
12 NO 3 2.83000000 
1 YES 3 3.62000000 
2 YES l 3.72030033 
3 YES 3 4.40QDOOOO 
4 YES 3 3.42666667 
5 YES 3 3.33QDOODO 
6 YES 3 3.34333333 
DRUG N y 
A 12 3.21583333 
B 12 3.52416667 
c 12 2.96583333 
ALCOHOL DRU!i N 
' 
NO A 6 2.8950000() 
NO B 6 2. 90166667 
1110 c 6 2.6950[)00[) 
YES A 6 3.53666667 
YES B 6 4.16666667 
YES c 6 3.23666667 
Note: Only the MEANS output is included from the 
-- PROC ANOVA output. Although all the appro-
priate SS have been obtained via PROC GLM, 
PROC ANOVA would be less costly. 
• 
DATA SHUNT; 
INPUT PRE POST ~; 
SUBJECT = _N_; 
IF _N_ LE 8 THEN GROUP="NE~'i 
ELSE GROUP=•OLD'; 
XO=l; 
PREPOST = POST - PRE; 
THT = POST + PRE; 
TMT_X_PP= PREPOST; 
IF GROUP='OLD 1 THEN PREPOST=-PREPOST; 
CARDS; 
PROC SORT; BY GROUP; 
• 
UREA SYNTHESIS DATA - Analysis of a repeated measures experiment 
(Brogan & Kutner, 198o, The American ~tatistician 34:229-232) 
These statements calculate the sums and differences re~uired for the 
appropriate t-tests. See printout in part (f) and ~. 






PROC TTEST; CLASS GROUP; 
VAR TMT PREPOST TMT_X_PP; 
PROC GLM; CLASS GROUP; 
This gives the three appropriate t-tests for treatment effects, 
time effects and interaction. 
MODEL TMT PREPOST TMT_X_PP = XO GROUP I NOlNT; 
LSMEANS GROUP I STOERR; 
Same analysis as in ® except the analyses are performed 
using 1-way ANOVA. Compare with (F). Note that more than 
one dependent variable may appear 1:o the left of the equal 
sign in the MODEL statement. ESTIMATE 1 NE• VS STD' GROUP 1 -1; 
DATA REPEAT; SET SHUNT; 
Y= PRE; TIME=l; OUTPUT; 
Y=POSTi TIME=Z; OUTPUT; 
Rearrange data for a "split-plot" 
type analysis. 
DROP PRE POST TMT PREPOST THT_X_PP; 
PROC PRINT; VAR SUBJECT XO GROUP TIME Y; 
PROC GLM; CLASS GROUP TIME SUBJECT; 
MODEL Y = XO GROUP SUBJECTlGROUP) 
TIME TIHE*GROUP I NUINT SSl SSZ SS3 SS4 P; 
MEANS GROUP SUBJECTlGROUP) TIME TIHE*GROUP I OEPONLY; 
TEST H=GROUP E=SUBJECT(GROUPI I HTYPE=l ETYPE=le 
OUTPUT OUT=PLOT RESIOUAl=RES PREDICTEO=P; 
PROC PLOT; PlOT RES*P=••• I VREf:O; Residual plot. 
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OBS PRE POST SUBJECT xo PREPOST HH TMT_X_PP 
1 51 46 1 1 -3 99 -3 
2 35 55 2 1 20 90 20 
3 66 60 3 1 -6 126 -6 
4 40 35 4 1 -5 75 -5 
5 39 36 5 1 -3 75 -3 
6 46 43 6 1 -3 89 -3 
7 52 46 7 1 -6 98 -6 
8 42 54 8 1 12 96 12 
------------------------- GROUP=OlD --------------------------
OBS PRE POST SUBJECT xo PREPOSJ THT TMJ_X,_PP 
9 34 16 9 1 18 50 -18 
10 40 36 10 1 4 76 -4 
11 34 16 11 1 18 50 -18 
12 36 18 12 1 18 54 -18 
13 38 32 13 1 6 70 -6 
14 32 14 14 1 18 46 -18 
15 44 20 15 1 24 64 -24 
16 50 43 16 1 7 93 -7 
17 60 45 17 1 15 105 -15 
18 63 67 18 1 -4 130 4 
19 50 36 19 1 l't 86 -14 
20 42 34 20 1 8 76 -a 
21 43 32 21 1 11 75 -11 
PRJ: .. preoperatift response 
POST = postoperative response 
Pre Post 
New (n=8) 1-Lu 1 1-L12 Treatment 
Old (n=l3) I 1-L21 I i-122 
Note that: 'IMT X PP = y1 .2 -y .. 1 =d .. (=within subject differences) 
-- J l.J l.J 
{ d.j if group =NEW PREPOST = J. 
-dij if group =OLD 
'IMT = Yijl +Yij2 = zij (=within subject sums) 
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The assumed model may be written as: 
Yijk = I-Lik+ 0j(i)+€ijk ' 
1-Lik = 1-L +ai + '\ + (a't")ik 
i = 1,2; j = l, ... ,ni; k = 1,2 
wbere: 
• 
1-Li~ = cell mean of ith treatment, kth time combination 
1-1 = overall mean 
a. = ith treatment effect 
J. -
'l"k = kth time effect 
(aT)ik = treatment by time interaction 
8.(') =effect of subject j nested within ith treatment Jl. - group 
€ijl1 = random error 
€ .. ,. ""N(O,cr2 ) l.Ju € 






JD TTEST P~OCEOURE 
VA~ I ABLE: HIT t-test uses zl- z2 "difference of sums" 
GROUP N MEAN STU OEV STU ERROR MINIHUH MAXIMUM 
NElli 8 93.50000000 16.16875293 5. 71651742 75.00000000 12o.OOOOOOO 
OLD 13 75.00COOOOO 2~.23839929 6.72252242 46.0uOOJOOO 130.0000000 
VARl ANCE S T OF PROB > IT I 
UNEQUAL 2.0964 18.8 o.o49S 
EQUAL 1.9044 19.0 0.0721 
FOR HO: VARIANCES ARE EQUAL, F 1 = 2.25 wiTH 12 AND 7 Of PROB > F'= 0.2891 












These are not helpful due to the significant interaction. 
VARIABLE: PREPOST t-test uses "sum of differences" 
GROUP N MEAN STD DEV STD ERROR MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
NEW 8 0.75000000 9. 73579551 3.44212351 -6.00000000 20.00000000 
OLO l3 12.07692308 7.631 741:J80 2.11666628 -4.00000000 24. 0()1)00000 
VARIANCES T OF PROB > jT I 
UNEQUAL -2.8031 12.3 0.0157 
EQUAl -2.9767 19.0 0.0078 
FOR HO: VARIANCES ARE EQUAL, F1 = 1.63 WITH 7 AND 12 Of PROS > F 1 = 0.4375 




















STD EKROR MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
3.44212351 -6.00000000 20.00000000 
2.11666628 -24.00000000 4.00000000 
Since the interaction is clearly important 
we need to consider simple effects 


















NE_. VS STD 
• 
GENERAL liNEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
CLASS LEVEL INfORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES 
GROuP 2 NEW OLJ 
NUMBER Of 06SERVATIUNS IN UATA SET = i1 
I 14 T 
Df SUM Of SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
2 143063.00000000 71,31.50000000 
19 8880.00000000 467.36842105 
21 151943.00000000 
c.v. SID OEV TMT MEAN 
26.3490 21.61870535 82.04761905 
OF TYPE I SS f VALUE: PR > f 
1 141368.04761905 302.48 0.0001 
1 l694.9523ti095 3.63 0.0721 
Of TYPE IV SS f VALUE PR > f 
0 0.00000000 
1 1694.95238095 3.63 o.o1n 
T fOR HO: PR > JT j 
ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O 
18.50000000 1.90 0.0721 
An alternative ~roach to finding the same information 
as in parts (!;) or ® . 
f VAlUE 
153.05 
PR > f 
0.0001 
STu ERROR Of 




• • • 
© GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: PREPOST 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SI.IUARES MEAN SIJUARE F VALUE 
HODEL 2. 1900.57692308 950. 2. d84b 154 13.25 
ERROR 19 1362.42307692 71.70647173 PR > F 
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 21 3263.00000000 o. 0002 
R-SQUARE c.v. STD OEv PREPOST HEAN 
0.5824o3 10'1.0965 8.46796775 7.7619047o 
LEASJ SQ~ARf~ HtA~S 
SOURCE L)F T'I'PE I SS F VALUE PR > F 
I 
GROUP lMT STO E:KR PROS> Ill 
LSHEAN LSMEAN HO:LSHEAN=O XO 1 1265.19047619 17.64 0.0005 
GROUP 1 635.38644689 8.86 o.o 018 NEw 93.5000000 7.6433666 0.0001 OlD 75.0000000 5.9959501 0.0001 
SOURCE Of TYPE IV SS F VALUE PR > f 
GROUP PREPOST SlD ERR PROS> jTj 
XO 0 o.oooooooo . . LSMEAN LSHEAN HO:LSHEAN=O GROUP 1 635.38644689 d.86 0.0078 
NEW o. 7500000 2.9938787 0.8049 
T FOR HO: PR > Ill SlO ERROR Of OLD 12.0769231 2.34d5917 0.0001 PARAMETER ESliHATt PARAHETER=O ESJIHATE 
NEW VS STD -11-32692308 -2.98 0.0078 3.80515343 GROUP TMT_X_PP STO ERR PRUo > 1 r 1 
LSHEAN LSHEAN HO:LSHEAN=O 9ie&HOENT VARIABLE: THT x_pp 
NEW o. 7500000 2.9938787 0.8049 SOURCE L)f SUH Of SQUARES MEAN SQUARE f VALUE OLD -12.0769231 2.3485917 0.0001 
HODEL 2 1900.57692308 950.28846154 13.25 
ERROR 19 1362.42307692 71. 706'>7173 PR > f 
UNCORRECTED JOTAL 21 3263.00000000 0.0002 
R-SQUARE c.v. STD DE:V TMT_X_PP HEAN 
0.582463 117.7664 8.46796775 -7.19047619 
SOURCE OF TYPE I SS f VALUE PR > f 
xo 1 1085.761904 76 15.14 0.0010 
GROUP 1 BH.!!1501832 11.36 0.0032 
SOURCE OF TYPE IV SS F VALUE PR > f 
XO 0 o.oooooooo 
GROUP 1 814.81501832 11.36 o.oo 32 
T FOR HO: PR > l T I STD ERROR Of I -75-
PARAMETER ESTI~ATE PARAMETER=O E!>TlMATC: 
NEOI VS STU 12.d26~2308 3.37 0.0032 3.80515343 
• • • ~ OBS SUBJECT xo GR.OUP TIME y 
1 1 1 NEW 1 51 
2 1 1 NEW 2 48 
3 2 1 NEw 1 35 
4 2 1 NEW 2 55 
, 3 1 NEW 1 66 
6 3 1 NEw 2 60 
7 4 1 NEw 1 40 
8 4 1 NEW 2 35 
9 5 1 NElli 1 39 
10 5 1 NEW 2 36 
11 6 1 NEW 1 46 
12 6 1 NElli 2 43 
13 7 1 NEw 1 52 
14 7 1 NEW 2 46 
15 8 1 NEw 1 42 
16 a 1 NEw 2 ,4 
11 9 1 OLD 1 34 
18 9 l OlD 2 16 
19 10 l OLD 1 40 
21) 10 1 OLi.> 2 36 
.21 11 1 OLil 1 34 
22 11 1 OLD 2 16 
23 12 1 OLD 1 36 
24 12 l OLD 2 18 
25 13 1 OLD 1 38 
26 13 1 OLD 2 32 
27 14 1 OLD 1 32 
28 14 1 OLD 2 14 
29 15 1 OLD 1 44 
30 15 1 OLD 2 20 
31 16 l OlD 1 50 
32 16 1 OLD 2 43 
33 17 l OLD 1 60 
34 17 1 OLD 2 45 
35 18 1 OLD 1 63 
36 18 1 OlD 2 67 
37 19 1 OLU 1 50 
38 19 1 OLD 2 36 
39 20 1 OLD 1 42 
40 20 1 OlD 2 34 
41 21 1 OlD 1 43 
42 21 1 OLD 2 32 
® GENERAL LINEAR MODElS PROCEDURE 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS vALUES 
GROUP 2 NEW OLD 
TIME 2 1 2 
SUBJECT 21 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
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NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 42 
• ® GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE • • 
DEPENDENT VARIABlE: Y 
SOURCE: OF SUM OF SloiUARES MEAN Sio~UARE F VAlUE 
HODEL 23 76921.78846154 334'*.42558528 9 3. 2ti 
ERROR 19 681.21153846 35.85323881 PR > F 
UNCO~RECTED TOTAL 42 17603.00000000 0.0001 
R-SIJUARE c.v. STu iJEV Y MEAN 






















SUBJ ECTC GROUP I 
TIME 
GROUP*TIME 
OF TYPE I SS 
1 70bB4.02380952 
1 847.47619048 
19 4440. oooo::>Ooo 
1 542.88095238 
1 407.40750916 













PR > F 
~ 1 0 
0.0010 
0.0032 
PR > f 
_ U1)(-0.75) +(~i)(12.0769) 
t - 1 
{2(35.85324)[(281)2(~)+(~{)2({3)]~ 
= 3.89 ~ F = (3.89) 2 = 15.14 , 
The Type I and II SS for TIME test equality of the 
~ This is probably not desired and the Type III or IV 
should be used as they test equality of unweighted 
' 542.88095238 15.14 
• .------/ weighted means -- weighted according to sample size. 
~ J~, uuu7~'Ju &J•~~ 0.0010 means. 
l 407.40750916 


































Compare with the results of ® and @. 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES USING THE TYPE 1 MS FOR SUBJECTCGRUUPI AS AN ERROR TERM 
TYPE I SS F VAlUE SOURCE OF PR > f L-GROUP 847.476190't8 3.b3 0.0121 
• • •• 
® GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
HEANS 
GROUP N y 
NEw 16 46.7500000 
OLD 26 31.5000000 
SUilJECT GKOUP N y 
1 NEw 2 49.5JOOOJO 
2 NEW 2 45.0000000 
3 NEI'l 2 63.0JOOOOO 
4 NEW 2 37.5000000 
5 NEw 2 37.5000000 
6 NEW 2 44.5000000 
7 NEI'l 2 49.001)0000 
6 NEW 2 48.0000000 
9 OLD 2 25.0000000 
10 OLD 2 38.0000000 
11 l.JLD 2 25.0000000 
12 OLD 2 27.0000000 
13 OLD 2 35.0000000 
14 OLD 2 23.0000000 
15 OLD 2 32.0000000 
16 OLD 2 46.5000000 
17 OLD 2 52.5000000 
16 OLD 2 65.0000000 
19 OLD 2 43.0000000 
20 ULD 2 38.0000000 
21 OLD 2 37.5000000 
TIME N y 
1 21 ~4.ol9047o 
2 21 37.4285714 
GROUP TIME N y } NEW 1 8 46.3750000 These means are plotted in part @. NEW 2 a 47.1250000 lllD 1 13 43.538it615 
OLD 2 13 31.4615385 
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• • 
~ PLOT Of RES*P SYMBOL USEO IS * 
RES I Residual plot 
I 
10.0 + 
I * I 
I 
I 





* 5.0 • I 
I * I 
* * I 
* * * • 2.5 + • J 
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INt>UT Yl Y2 •.a; 
SUBJECT = _N_; 
If _N_ LE 6 THEN GROUP='Al_B2'; 
ELSE GKOUP='Bl_A2'; 
PH = Y2-Yl; 
RESID= Y2+Y1; 
TRE:NJ= TMT; 
IF GROUP='Bl_A2' THEN TREND=-TMT: 
XJ = 1; 
CARlJS; 
PROC SOKT; BY GROUP; 
• 
HEMOGLOBIN~- Analysis of a 2-Period Cross-over Design 
(Grizzle, 1965, Biometrics 21: 467-480) 
These statements calculate the sums and differences required for the 
appropriate t-tests. See printout for @ and J). 






PROC TTEST; CLASS GROUP; 
VAR TMT RESID TREND Y1; 
PROC TTEST gives the appropriate four t-tests for treatment effects, 
carry-over effects, time trend and treatment differences within 
first period only. 
PROC GLM; CLASS GROUP; 
MODEL TMT RESID TREND Yl = XO GKOUP I NOINT; 
LSMEANS GROUP I STDERR; 
ESTIMATE •CONTRAST' GROUP 1 -1; 
OATA AOV; SET HEMO; 
This performs the same analyses as those found in part ® . 
Compare also with the results in part @ . 
Y=Yl; PERIOD=l; IF _N_ LE 6 THEN TRT='A'; ELSE TRT='B'; OUTPUT; 
Y=Y2; PERIOD=2; If _N_ LE 6 THEN TRT= 1 81 ; ELSE JRT= 1 A1 ; OUTPUT; 
DROP Yl Y2 TMJ RESIO TREND; 
Rearranging the data so that the "usual" 
ANOVA table may be constructed. 
PROC PRINT; VAR SUBJECT XO GROUP PERIOD TRT Y; 
PROC GLM; CLASS TRT PERIOD SUBJECT GROUP; 
MODEL Y = XC GROUP SUBJECT(GROUPJ 
PERIOD TRT I NOINT P SSl SS2 SSJ SS4 
MEANS GROUP SUBJECT(GROUPJ PERIOD TRT I OEPONLY 
TEST H=GROUP E=SUBJECT(GROUPJ I HTYPE=l ETYPE=l 
ESTIMATE 'TRT' TRT 1 -1; 
ESTIMATE 'PERIOD' PERIOD 1 -1; 
PROC PLOT; PLOT RES*P='*' I VREF=O; Residual plot. 
Combined ANOVA table with two error terms. 
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• 
• • • 
® -- GROlJP=Al_B --------------~-------------- ·-------2 ---- . -------------
LlBS Yl Y2 SlJ BJ EC T TMT RESlD TREND xo 
1 0.2 1.0 1 o.a 1.2 o.a 1 
2 o.o -0.7 2 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 1 The assumed model appears as: 
3 -0.8 J.Z 3 1.0 -J.6 l. 0 1 
4 0.6 l.l 4 0.5 1.7 0.5 l 
5 0.3 J.4 5 0.1 0.7 o. l 1 yijk = f.lik +~ij +Eijk 
6 1.5 1.2 6 -0.3 2.7 -0.3 l where 
N=b 
------------------------------- GROUP=Bl_A2 -------------------------------
f.lik = f.l + TTk +¢£+A£ 
j=1,···,ni; i=1,2; k=l,2; £=1,2 
and 
OBS Y1 Y2 SUBJECT TMT RESID 
7 1.3 0.9 7 -0.4 2.2 
8 -2.3 1.0 8 3.3 -1.3 
9 o.o 0.6 9 0.6 0.6 
10 -0.8 -0.3 10 0.5 -1.1 
11 -0.4 -1.0 11 -0.6 -1.4 
12 -2.9 1.7 12 4.o -1.2 
13 -1.9 -0.3 13. 1.b -2.2 
14 -2.9 0.9 14 3.8 -2.0 
N=B 
Yl are the responses during period 1 
Y2 are the responses during period 2 
Group (Sequence) 
l(n:6) 2(n=8) 
1 A flu B f.l21 
Period 
2 B f.ll2 A f.l22 
'IMT = y .. 2 -y .. 1 =d .. (=within subject differences) lJ lJ lJ 
RESID = y .. 2 +y .. 1 = z .. (=within subject sums) lJ lJ lJ 
{ 
d .. if sequence is AB 
TREND= lJ 











" = general mean, 
~;1 = the effector the j-th patient (subject) within the .:-th aequence, 
which, for the sake of testing hypotheses, 'Ire mllllt -
to be a normally distributed random variable with mean 0 
and variance tr! , 
,.., = the effect of the k-th period, 
q,, = the direct effect of the 1-th drug, 
>., = the residual effect of the 1-th drug, and 
<m = the random fluctuation which is normally distributed with 
mean 0 and variance tr! , and is independent of the (11 • 
The assumptions made. about ~; 1 and <11• imply that the variance 
of an observation is .. : + .. : and that two observations on an individual 
have covariance If! . Obaervaticma made on different subjecta are iD-
dependent. 
( i ) (Y 1· 1 - Y 1· 2) - ( Y 2. 1 - Y 2. 2) = 2 ( ~1 - ~2) + ( "2 - "1) + ( € 1· 1 - € 1 · 2 - €2 · 1 + € 2 · 2) 
(ii) (Yl·l-yl·2)+(y2·1-y2·2) = 2 (TT1-TT2) -(Al +A2)+(El·l-€1·2+E2·1-€2·2) 
(iii) (yl·l +y1·2)- (y2·1 +y2·2) = (A2- \) + 2 (~1-- ~2·) + (€1·1 + €1·2- €2·1- €2·2) 
(iv) Y1·1-y2·1 =(¢1-~2)+(~1--~2·)+(€1·1-€2·1) 
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.1 
• ~ TT EST PROC EUlJRE • VARIABLE: HIT t-test uses ~ - d.2 "difference of differences" 
GROUP N MEAN STD DEY STD ERROR MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
A1_B2 6 0.23333333 0.65625198 0.26791315 -0.70000000 1.00000000 
B1_A2 8 1.67500000 1.99051321 0.70315270 -0.60000000 4.60000000 
VAIU ANCES T UF PROB > ITI 
UNEQUAL -1.9145 13.'1 0.()882 
EQUAL -1.6915 12.0 0.1165 














PROB > ITI 













There appear to be important carry-over effects. Thus, the above test for treatment effects is not free 
of residual effects and we must resort to the results of the first period only (variaole Yl below). 
FOR HO: VARIANCES ARE EQUAL, f'= 1.24 WITH 1 AND 5 Of PROB > F'= 0.8431 
VARIABLE: TREND t-test uses d.l + d2 "sum :Jf differences" 
GROUP N MEAN STD DEY STD ERROR MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
A1_B2 6 o. 23333333 0.65625198 0.26 791375 -0.70000000 1.00000000 
8l_A2 B -1.67500000 1.99051321 o. 703 75270 -4.60000000 0.60000000 
VARIANCES T DF PROB > ITI 
UNEQUAL 2.5342 8.9 0.0323 
EQUAL 2.2390 12.0 0.0449 






























There appear to be treatment effects present. Note: Had we chosen to ignore residual effects 
the conclusion would likely have been different. 
FOR HO: VARIANCES ARE EQUAL 1 f'= 4.01 WITH 1 AND 5 Of PROB > f'= 0.1453 
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• • • 
9 GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: TMT 
SOURCE Df SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
f VALUE 
HODEL 2 22.77166667 
l1.3d583333 4.57 
ERKOR 12 29.881!33333 
2.49u69't4'+ PR > f 
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 14 52.66000000 
o. 0334 
LEAST SQUARES MEANS 
R-SQUARE c.v. STll DEV TMT MEAN GROUP TMT STO ERR PRUB > I Tl 
0.432426 149.2866 1.57619341 
1. 05 714266 LSMEAN LSMEAN HO:LSMEAN=O 
A1_B2 0.23333333 0.64429476 0.7235 
SOURCE OF TYPE I SS f VALUE 
PR > f Bl_A2 1.67500000 0.55797563 o.ouo 
xo 1 15.64t51l4t29 6.28 
0.0276 
GROUP 1 7.12595218 2.86 
0.1165 GROUP RESID STO ERR PROS> ITI 
LSMEAN LSMEAN HO:LSMEAN=O 
T FOR HO: PR > Ill STD ERROR Of 
PARAMETER EST IHATE PARAMETER=O 
ESTIMATE Al_B2 0.83333333 0.57751062 O.l7lt6 
Bl_A2 -0.80000000 0.50013887 0.1357 
CONTRAST -1.4416666 7 
-1.69 0.1165 O.ii5232186 
GROUP TREND STD ERR PROB > I TJ 
LSMEAN LSMEAN HO:LSMEAN=O 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: RESIU 
SOURCE Of SUM Of SQUARES MEAN SIJUARE 
f VALUt 
Al_B2 0.23333333 0.641t29476 o.7ZJ5 
B1_A2 -1.6 7500000 0.55797563 0.0110 
MODEL 2 9.28666667 
4.64333333 2.32 
ERIU.tR 12 24.01333333 
2.00111111 PR > f 
GROUP V1 STO ERR PROB > I Tl 
LSMEAN LSMEAN HO:LSHEAN=O 
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 14 33.30000000 
0.1406 Al_B2 0.30000000 0.51097334 0.56d0 
Bl_A2 -1.23750000 0.41t251589 0.0161 
R-SQUARE c.v. STD OEV RESID M.EAN 
0.278879 1414.6063 1.41460634 
-0.10000000 
SOURCE Of TYPE I SS f VALUE 
PR > f 
xo 1 0.14000000 0.07 
0.7959 
GROUP 1 9.l4t666667 •• 57 
0.0538 
T FOR HO: PR > jT I STO ERROR Of 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O ESTIMATE 
CONTRAST 1.63333333 2.14 0.0538 o. 7639llt7't 
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• • • ,:9 GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: TREND 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
MOOEL 2 2.2.77166667 11.385tB333 4.57 
ERROR 12 29.88!)33333 2..49069444 PR > f 
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 14 52.66GOOOOO 0.0334 
R-SQUARE c.v. STD DEV TREND MEAN 
0.432428 184.1226 1.57819341 -0.85714286 
SOURCE: Dl- TYPE I SS f VALUE PR > F 
xo 1 10.28571429 4.13 0.0649 
';ROUP 1 12.'t>8595238 5.01 0.0449 
T FOR HO: PR > IT I STD ERROR OF 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE PARAMETE R=O ESTIMATE 
CONTRAST 1.90833333 2.24 0.0449 0.85232186 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Yl 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
HODEL 2 12.79125000 6.39562500 4.08 
ERROR 12 18.79875000 1.56656250 PR > F 
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 14 31.59000000 o.044~to 
R-SQUARE c.v. STO DEV Y1 MEAN 
0.404915 216.3301 1. 25162395 -0.57857143 
SOURCE Of TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F 
xo 1 4.686't285 7 2.99 0.1093 
GROUP 1 8.10482l't3 5.11 0.0421 
PARAMETER ESTIMATE 
T FOR HO: PR > I Tj STO ERROR Of 
PARAMETER=O ESTIMATE 
CONTRAST 1.53150000 2.27 0.0421 o.o7595419 
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• • • 
OBS SUBJECT xo GROUP PERIOD TRT '( 
~ 1 1 1 Al_B2 1 A 0.2 
2 1 1 Al_B2 2 i3 1.0 
3 2 1 A1_B2 l A o.o 
4 2 1 A1_B2 2 6 -0.7 
5 3 1 A1_B2 1 A -0.8 
6 3 1 Al_62 2 6 0.2 
7 't 1 Al_B2 1 A 0.6 
8 4 1 Al_B2 2 B 1.1 
9 5 l Al_82 1 A 0.3 
10 5 1 A1_B2 2 B 0.4 
11 6 1 Al_B2 1 A 1.5 
12 6 1 Al_B2 2 B 1.2 
13 7 1 Bl_A2 1 B 1.3 
14 7 1 Bl_A2 2 A 0.9 
15 8 1 6l_A2 1 B -2.3 
16 8 1 Bl_A2 2 A 1.0 
17 9 1 Bl_A2 1 8 o.o 
18 9 1 Bl_A2 2 A 0.6 
19 10 1 Bl_A2 l B -0.8 
20 10 1 Bl_A2 2 A -0.3 
21 11 l 81_A2 1 B -0.4 
22 11 1 8l_A2 2 A -1.0 
23 12 1 B1_A2 1 8 -2.9 
24 12 1 B1_A2 2 A 1.7 
25 13 1 8l_A2 1 6 -1.9 
26 13 1 81_A2 2 A -0.3 
27 14 l 81_A2 1 8 -2.9 
28 l't 1 8l_A2 2 A 0.9 
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• • • I~ GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES 
TRT 2 A B 
PtRIOO 2 1 l. 
SUBJECT 14 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
GROUP 2 Al_B2 Bl_A2 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 26 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y 
SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MtAN SQUARE F VALUE 
MODEL 16 28.03563333 1.75221958 1.41 
ERROR 12 14.94416667 1.21t534722 PR > F 
UNCORRECTED TOTAL 2B 42.98000000 0.2780 
R-SQUARE c.v. STD DEll Y MEAN 
0.652300 2231.9025 1.11595126 -0.05000000 
SOURCE OF TYPE I SS f VALUE PR > F 
xo 1 0.07000000 0.06 
GROUP 1 4.57333333 3.67 
SUBJECTI GROUP) 12 12.00666667 0.80 ,B'.oitJtt.. The TYPe I SS test equality of weighted means for the 
PERIOD 1 7.82285114 6 • .28 0.0276 PERIOD effect. This is probably not of interest. 
TRT 1 3.56297619 2.86 
SOURCE Of TYPE II SS f VALUE PR > f 
xo 0 o.oooooooo 
GROUP 1 4.57333133 3.67 ~ SUBJECT( GROUP) 12 12.00666667 o.ao 
PERIOD l 6.24297619 5.01 o.o41t<J 
TRT 1 3.56297619 2.86 0.1165 
SOURCE DF TYPE Ill SS f VALUE PR > F 
xo 0 o.oooooooo 
GROUP 1 4.57331333 3.67 ~ SUBJ EC Tl GROUP I 12 12.00666667 o.ao The TYPe III SS give the appropriate tests of unweighted means for the 
PERIOD 1 6.24297619 5.01 0.0449 TRT and PERIOD effects. (See @, ® and ESTIMATE on next page. ) 
TRT 1 3.56297619 2-86 0.1165 
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• • ® 
TESTS OF HYPOTHESES USING THE TYPE I MS fOR SUBJECTCGROUP) AS AN ERROR TERM ~ 
I 
SOURCE OF 




























TYPE I SS F VALUE 
4.57333333 4.57 

























14 0.4 7857143 
N y 
14 o. 37857143 
14 -0.47857143 
PR > f 
0.0538 
-EJr-
STO ERROR Of 


























































































































































• • MILK YIELD DATA - Analysis of a 3 Period - 3 Treatment Cross-over Design 
Balanced for Residual Effects. (p. 134ff in Cochran and Cox, 1957) 
J) 
DATA cow; 
INPUT S~UARE COW P~RIOD TRT $ YlELU RA RB RC RES; 
CARDS; 
PROC PRINT; 
VAR SQUARE COw PERIOD TRT RA RB RC RES YIELD; 
TITLE A CROSSOVER DESIGN WHEN THERE ARE POSSIBLE RESIDUAL EffECTS; 
® PROC GLM; CLASSES S~UARE COW PERIOD TRT; 
MODEL YIELD = COW PERIODISQUAREl RA RB RC TRT I SSl; 
MEANS TRT I DEPONLY; 
LSMEANS TRT I STOERR; 
~ PROC GLM; 
CLASSES SQUARE COW PERIOD TRT; 
MODEL YIELD= CO~ PERIOO(S~UAREl TRT RA RB RC I SSl; 
ESTIMATE 'TRT A VS AVGlB+C)' TRT 1 -0.5 -0.5; 
ESTIMATE 'TRT B VS TRT C' TRT 0 1 -1; 
LSMEANS TRT I STDERR; 
MEANS TRT I DEPONLY; 
OUTPUT OUT=NEW PREDICTED=P RESIOUAL=R; 
~ PROC PLOT; 
PLOT R*P='*' I VREf=O; 
A check on the residuals reveals no obvious violations 
of the assumed model. 
SQUARE, COW, PERIOD, TRT and RES are CLASS variables. 
RA, RB and RC are 0,1 indicator variables which indi-
cate the residual effects of each of the three treat-





























































CLASS, indicMtor and response variables 
PERIOD TRT RA RB RC RES 
1 A 0 \) 0 0 
2 B 1 0 0 1 
3 c 0 1 0 2 
1 B 0 0 0 0 
2 c 0 1 0 2 
3 A 0 0 1 3 
1 c 0 0 0 0 
2 A 0 0 1 3 
3 B 1 0 0 l 1 A 0 0 0 0 
2 c 1 0 0 1 
3 B 0 0 1 3 
1 B 0 0 0 0 
2 A 0 1 0 2 
3 c 1 0 0 1 
1 c 0 0 0 0 
2 B 0 0 1 3 





















• • ® The model fitting residual effects before treatment effects. 
A CROSSOVER OESI~N WHEN THERE ARE POSSIBLE RESIDUAL EfFECTS 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEUURE 
CLASS LEVEL INFORMATION 
CLASS LEVELS VALUES 
SQUARE 2 1 2 
cuw 0 1 2 .; 4 5 0 TRT 
PERl Oil 3 1 2 3 
TIH 3 A B C 
NUMBER Of OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET = 16 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: YIELD 
SOURCE Of SUM OF SQUARES MEAN Sl.lUARE 
MODEL 13 20163.1~444444 1551.01495726 
ERROR 4 199.25000000 49.81250000 
CORRECTED TOTAL 17 20362.44444444 
R-SOUARE c.v. STD OEV YIELU MEAN 
0.990215 12.0761 7.05779111 58.44444444 
SOURCE i)f TYPE I SS f VALUE PR > f 
cow 5 5781.11111111 23.21 0.0047 
PERIOO(SQUARE) 4 11489.11111111 57.66 0.0009 
RAJ 
1 \ 11.75555556 0.24 O.b525 R8 I. 2b.66666667 0.54 0.5049 RC 0 o.oooooooo 
TRT 2 2654.55000000 28.65 0.0043 
The SS due to residual effects unadjusted for treatments is fOWld as: 
SS Residual effects ( unadj. ) = RA + RB + RC 
= 11.7556+26.6667+0 
= 38.4223 with 2 df. 
-90-
A = Roughage diet 
B =Limited grain diet 
C = Full grain diet 
f VALUE 
31.14 




~ The model-fitting treatments before residual effects. 
A CROSSOVER DESIGN WHEN THERE ARt POSSIBLE RESIDUAL EFFECTS 
GENERAL LINEAR ~ODELS PROCEDURE 






























STO lH:V YIELD MEAN 
7. 05779711 58.44444444 
TYPE I SS F VALUE PR > F 
5781.11111111 23.21 0.0047 
11489.11111111 57.66 0.0009 
2276.77777776 22.1:15 0.0065 
{.. 258.67361111 5.19 0.0849 
357.52083333 7.18 0.0553 
0.00000000 
T FOR HO: PR > ITI 
F VALUE 
31.14 
PR > F 
0.0023 
SS Residual effects (adj. ) = RA + RB + RC 
= 258.6736 + 357. 5208 + 0 
= 616.1944 with 2 df. 
• 
PARAMETER 
TRT A VS AVGIB+CI 








o. 01 oo 
STI> ERROR Of 
ESTIMATE 
3 • 9 1t542853 } These are contrasts among the unadjusted treatment means. 
4.55578844 
Combining the results of @ and ]) gives the ANOVA table found on page 135 of Cochran and Cox: 
Source df ss MS 
Cows 5 5781.1111 
Periods w/i squares 4 11489.1111 
{ Treatments (unadj.) 2 2276.7778 1138.3889 
Residual (adj.) 2 616.1944 308.0972 
{ Residual (unadj.) 2 38.4223 19.1115 
Treatments (adj.) 2 2854.5500 1427.2750 
Error 4 199.2500 49.8125 




A CROSSOVER DESIGN wHEN THERE ARE POSSIBLE RESIDUAL EFFECTS 















A CROSSOVER DESIGN WHEN THERE ARE POSSIBLE RESIDUAL EffECTS 
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